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Abstract

Current interconnection architectures are not adequate to support the communications
requirements of Artificial Neural Networks based upon Neurophysiological models. For ANN
models, direct implementation has a cost in required area which scales as the cube of the
number of connections per node. A system of one million nodes, each connected to one
thousand others, would require 40 times as much silicon if implemented as a series of direct
wires as it would with multiplexed interconnect.

This thesis further shows that using a broadcast communication paradigm improves
cost-performance results by at least a factor of N 1/2over point-to-point. Broadcast also allows
for fewer messages, shorter messages, easier implementation, and can be implemented either
with a physical broadcast interconnection structure or as a virtual model imposed upon a
point-to-point physical interconnection architecture. This research lays the theoretical
foundations for development of broadcast as an effective communications paradigm for ANN
implementations.

In support of the primary results of this thesis, methods of analyzing target models
and interconnection architectures are developed. Other proposed interconnection architectures
are compared with the proposed broadcast solutions and shown to be inadequate for these
network models.

In addition, results are given which show the effectiveness of broadcast for
implementing ANN models ranging from artificial models such as feed-forward layered
networks to olfactory piriform cortex to mammalian hippocampus to abstract
neurophysiological models. It is shown that a complete rat hippocampus could be
implemented in a single eight inch wafer with a .3 micron technology.

xi



CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The current research interest in Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) began in the mid

1980s with publications by Hopfield [Hop82], Hinton [Hin84], Sejnowski [SeR86], and

Rumelhart and McClelland [RuM86]. Since then, the annual International Joint Conference

on Neural Networks as well as dedicated journals have been filled with the results of research

on training algorithms, applications, and implementation techniques. During the same time,

knowledge of the organization and functionality of the central nervous system has increased,

as shown by publications of Shepherd [ShB79], White [Whi89], Lynch [Lyn86], and Koch

and Segov [KoS89]. Granger et alia [GAL89,GAA90], Bower [Bow90a], Van Essen and

Anderson [VaA90], Rolls [RoI90], and others have merged these two lines of research to show

how models based on observed neurophysiology can be abstracted and applied to problems

such as pattern matching and input characterization.

This dissertation presents results aimed at solving what we believe is the key problem

facing large scale ANN implementations, whether based on mathematical or neurophysiologi-

cal models. This problem is how to provide for the immense amount of communication that is

an inherent part of all of these models. In the mammalian brain, for example, more than 108

neurons are each communicating with 103 to 105 other neurons. Because the focus of this

work.is on the communications problem, questions of which algorithms to use or what prob-

lems to solve are not addressed.

The large degree of interconnection within ANN models is well matched to a broad-

cast representation, rather than a message-by-message point-to-point model. Broadcast

1
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modelsare difficultto physicallyimplementin VLSIsilicon. This dissertationproposessolu-

tions to the implementation problem and shows how they support large ANN models, espe-

cially ones based on neurophysiology, better than any proposed alternative.

This dissertationis organizedinto three logical sections. First, a meansis presented

for concise specification and understanding of the communications requirements of ANN

models. Next, a new familyof broadcastinterconnectionarchitecturesis proposedand com-

paredto existingpoint-to-pointarchitectures.Finally,somerulesare givento selectand tune

a specific architecture for a proposed ANN based upon its connectivity requirements and size.

As a demonstration of the design decisions required and the methods proposed, a prototype

architecture is given for a stylized VLSI hippocampus.

1.1. Background

Several names have been used for the computational networks discussed in this disser-

tation. They include Parallel Distributed Processing (PDP), Connectionist Networks (CNs),

and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs). The acronym ANN is used in this work to indicate

the goal of implementing systems abstracted from biological neural networks.

The research here focuses on the communication and interconnection problems of

supportingmessages amongthousandsor hundredsof thousandsof processingnodes with a

high percentage of interconnections. The degree of interconnectivity varies, by model, from

5% to 100%. Each node, thus, typically communicates with hundreds to thousands of other

nodes. The computationalmodel utilizes a set of simple processingnodes, each of which

appliesa weightingfunctionto its inputsand calculatesa new output state. Then the nodes

eachfire and broadcasttheir updatedstate to all connectednodes, much as a neuron in the

brain transmits across its synapses. The interconnection architecture must provide sufficient

bandwidth while allowing each node to maintain its input and output connections to other
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nodes. In addition, required temporal behavior of the computational model must be sup-

ported.

ANN models have been applied to many problems. Neurophysiological models have

shown the ability to solve pattern matching problems [HoT89,RoI89], process visual and

audio data [Mea86, MeM], and differentiate between classes of inputs [Bow90b,LGL89].

Mathematicallyderived ANN models are being used for similar classes of problems. As

simulationsand applicationsgrow in size, specializedhardwareis requiredto provide ade-

quate real-timeperformance. Whilesomecommercialapplications,such as commoditytrad-

ing [BeW91],can use systemsthe size and cost of workstations,others requiresmaller,less

expensivecustom designs. Examplesof this latter group of applicationsinclude speechor

handwriting recognition and process control. Unfortunately, while silicon can readily provide

the necessary analog or digital computational capacity, it does not readily support the required

connectivity between computational nodes.

Many people are working toward physical implementations of ANNs. Some solutions

have proven cost and performance effective for small networks. As demonstrated in Chapter

3, current designs are not able to adequately support large network models without severe per-

formance or cost penalties. Computational models, such as Back Propagation [RuM86], ART

[CaG87], and Boltzmann Mechanics [HSA84], perform well with small networks, but as net-

work size increases, the time required to learn a set of patterns and select the appropriate one

increases faster than the rate of increase in network size. As shown by Hinton, [Hin87] for

example, the learning performance of Back Propagation is O(w3), for w the number of

weights in the system. A new approach, both at the physical implementation and algorithmic

computational levels, is needed for applications that require significantly more nodes than

current models or architectures can manage.
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Biological neural networks have characteristics that make them good candidates for

solving large, difficult problems. They converge to solutions, despite being four or five orders

of magnitude larger than any current ANN implementations [ShB79]. They respond in real

time, even though the underlying biochemical devices are orders of magnitude slower than

electronic devices [FeB82]. Learning takes place in biological systems in the presence of

large amounts of noise. For these reasons, the possibility of implementing neurophysiologi-

cally based ANNs is of interest for solvingproblemswherecurrentapproachesare not ade-

quate. Unfortunately, the size of neurophysiological ANN models makes their implementa-

tion via traditional methods unacceptably slow and costly.

Before implementations based on biological models can be architected, a method of

concisely describing the connectivity between neurons is required. These descriptions must

abstract the necessary temporal and topological behavior of the network without including

unnecessary detail of the mechanisms involved. Shepherd [ShB79, She90], White [Whi89],

Van Essen [Van85], and Braitenberg [Bra89] are all neuro-biologists who have studied and

described the circuitry of biological neural networks. In this dissertation, their descriptions of

neural connectivity are further abstracted to interconnection graphs.

CMOS VLSI silicon is a well understood medium with readily available cost and per-

formance parameters. For these reasons, it was chosen as the hypothetical implementation

technology for this research. Also, although a variety of alternative semiconductors are

currently in use or under researchdevelopment,none provide a topologysignificantlydif-

ferent from silicon. Multi-layer designs and three dimensional layout do not change the con-

clusions presented here, because of the exponential growth rate of the area needed for inter-

connect Moving to alternatives that are further out, such as optical, electro-optical, or biolog-

ically grown systems, might change some of the conclusions. However, since these are not

yet commercially viable alternatives, they were not considered.
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In comparingalternativeinterconnectionarchitecturesand pickingan optimal solu-

tion, the metrics used in this dissertation include cost, area, speed, complexity, and fault toler-

ance. Cost and area are combined because the major determinant of yield, and thus produc-

tion cost, is the area of the minimum computational modules. The speed of a network is

determined by the time required for messages to reach their destinations. Complexity of

design is of concern because added complexity increases the required area, test time and

difficulty, and leads to reduced fault tolerance. Fault tolerance is critical because VLSI silicon

is a faulty medium and any large system must overcome those faults that occur. Fault tolerant

capability can either be designed in as part of the computational model or provided tran-

sparently beneath it by the physical implementation.

1.2. Thesis Organization

This introductory chapter is followed by Chapter 2, which provides the definitions and

metrics used in the remainder of the dissertation.

Chapter 3 shows that current interconnection architectures cannot meet either the

desired response times or the communication requirements of large ANN models. The work

of Dally is referenced because of its significance for classical interconnection architectures for

general purpose parallel computers. While his conclusions about the benefits of reducing net-

work dimensionality remain valid for ANN models, the implications for implementation deci-

sions are different, because of the increased volume of message distribution.

Chapter 4 contains a method of classification of ANN models based on their intercon-

nect patterns. This method is then used to describe both mathematically and neurophysiologi-

cally derived ANN models. Three families of ANN models are described based on their inter-

connection graphs. The implications of these graphs for implementation is also given.
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Chapter5 providesan overviewof currentresearchinto multiprocessorinterconnec-

tion architectures. For each of several severalselected architectures,its ability to support

ANN networks is described. The use of broadcast structures is shown as a good solution for

improving the cost-performance ratio of implementations. A family of broadcast architectures

is then introduced.

Chapter6 containsan analysisof messagecountsand delaysfor four interconnection

architectures from Chapter 5: grid, torus, physical broadcast, and virtual broadcast. The area

required for connectivityand the time requiredfor messagepropagationare calculatedin

terms of the number of messages entering the system from external sources or being generated

within the system.

Chapter 7 is a summary and generalization of the results of the earlier sections. It is

divided into two major sections: a set of rules or heuristics for selecting the right interconnec-

tion architecture for a given model, and descriptions of some possible implementations show-

ing how the rules could be applied.

Chapter 8 provides a summary of the results and the conclusions of this research. In

addition, possible topics for further research are suggested.



CHAPTER 2

Definitions and Terminology

This chapter defines the tenns used in the remainder of this dissertation. Communica-

tion requirements are described as graphs, so a brief introduction to graph theory is provided.

Metrics used to compare alternative implementations or models are also defined.

2.1. Graph Definitions

This work focuses on a key problem of large ANN implementations: their communi-

cation or interconnection requirements. The computation perfonned by a network node and

the ANN model itself is ignored, except where it defines the communication requirements.

Ignoring the details of the ANN models penn its this research to concentrate on inter-

connect requirements. Where it is necessary to make assumptions about a computational

model, the model used is a simple sum of products node that multiplies its inputs by weights

and sums them before executing a threshold function (see Figure 2.1). More complex nodes

require additional time or area to function,so these analysesoverestimatecommunication

costs as a percentage of the required time and area and derive limits more stringent than

necessary.

The choice of computational model affects the architecture by defining minimum

requirements for physical processors and setting upper bounds on the number of ANN nodes

that can be effectively emulated by each physical processor. The major constraint on the

interconnection architecture is the number and physical placement of the inputs to or outputs

from each node. This interconnection pattern can be represented as a directed graph with CNs

7
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as nodes and the connections between them as edges in the graph.

Definition 2.1: A directed graph G (N,E) is a finite set of nodes N and a set of edges

E, where E !;;;; N x N. Thus, each elementof E is an orderedpair (i,j) wherei,j E N. Edges

are directed so the edge (i,j) is different from the edge U,i) and is said to originate with node

i and terminate with node j.

For an example of a directed graph, see Figure 2.2, where the set of nodes is {a,b, c,d}

and the set of edges is {(a,b),(a,c),(a,d),(b,d),(c,a»). The arrow heads on the edges indicate

their direction. For example, (a,d) originates with node a and terminates with node d. If

n

out

n

Figure 2.1 Sum of Products Node

Each input, lx, is multiplied by the corresponding weight, Wx. The resulting products (n) are
summed(1:) beforea sigmoidfunctionis applied.
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edges are present in both directions between a pair of nodes, both need to be explicitly shown,

as are (a,c) and (c,a). This paperwill use the tenn connectionas a synonymfor edgewhere

necessary to confonn with ANN notational conventions.

Definition 2.2: A connection matrix is a NxN boolean matrix that describes the edges

of a correspondinggraph and where columnindices representthe originatingnodes and the

row indices represent the tenninating nodes in the related directed graph. A "0" in a given

position indicates the absence of a connection. A" I" indicates its presence.

Figure 2.3 shows the connection matrix for the graph of Figure 2.2.

Althoughconnectionmatricesare definedhere as booleanmatrices,in general it is

possible to have connection matrices with values other than "0" and "1". For such non-

node d

Figure 2.2 A Directed Graph

The direction of the arrows indicate the direction of infonnation flow from source node to
destination node.
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boolean matrices, the magnitude of an entry indicates the value of some associated attribute of

the edge.

Definition 2.3: A communication graph (c-graph) is the directed graph of an ANN

where the CNs are represented by nodes and the connections between them are represented by

corresponding edges.

In a c-graph,the existenceof the edge (p,q) impliesthe outputof p is an input to q.

The edge (P,p) is not explicitly included in the c-graph, even if the past state of node p is an

input to its update function, since the graph is intended to show only interprocessor communi-

cation. Because of the restriction on edges of the type (P,p), the diagonal entries of connec-

tion matrices are all zero. In general, c-graphs are asymmetrical; the existence of edge (p,q)

does not imply the existence of edge (q,p). Asymmetrical ANN models include NeoCogni-

tron [FMI83], Back-Propagation [RuM86] in non-learning mode, and neurophysiologically

derivedsystemswheresynapsesare uni-directionaland neuronsmayor maynot contacttheir

inputs. Asymmetry is not universal however; symmetry is required for the proof of conver-

gence of Hopfield networks [Hop82].

This matrix shows the connections of the directed graph of Figure 2.2.

a b c d

a 0 1 1 I
b 0 0 0 1
c 1 0 0 0
d 0 0 0 0

Figure 2.3 A Connection Matrix
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Definition 2.4: A physical graph (p-graph) is a directed graph representing the physi-

cal processor interconnect of a system. The nodes represent physical processing nodes (PNs)

and the edges represent communication channels or connections between them.

The communicationchannelbetweenany two PNs,p and q, can be bi-directional.In

a p-graph, such a bi-directional connection is represented by explicitly including both edges

(p,q) and (q,p). The convention of directed edges was adopted for p-graphs because a physi-

cal connection often consists of two physically separate conductors with different potentials

for faults. In addition, more general architectural models may be represented with such a con-

vention. As the intent is to only capture interprocessor communication, the existence of local

memory in node p, or a connection between two CNs assigned to it, is not represented by the

edge (P,p).

Definition 2.5: A path in a graph G is a sequence of edges el,eZ, ... ,em' for ejEEG

and m ~ 1, such that if er=(i,j) and er+l=(k,f) then j=k, for 1~ r < m. The beginning and end

of a path are the nodes n 1 and nm of NG respectively, where e 1=(n ..j) and en=(k,nm). Paths

may not includecycles. That is, no twoedgesof a pathmayhave the samebeginningor end-

ingnode.

Definition 2.6: The length, I(P), of path p is the number of edges p contains.

Definition 2.7: The empty path for node n, £(n), is defined as the zero length path

starting and ending with node n.

Definition 2.8: The degree of a node n is the total number of edges incident to n. The

number of edges leaving n is itsfan-out (divergence) and the number of edges entering n is its

fan-in (convergence). The degree of a graph is the average of the degrees of the nodes within

it.
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2.2. Mappings of CNsto PNs

Given a c-graph C and a p-graph P, it is necessaryto perfonn some mapping or

assignmentof the CNs of graph C to the PNs of P. This sectiondefinespossibleways of

describingsuchmappingsandmetricsfor evaluatingthem.

The computationof the ANN algorithmcan either be done on a single processoror

dividedamongmultipleprocessors. On a single-processorcomputer,improvedperfonnance

can be achieved by modifying the ANN algorithm or using a faster processor. These areas of

study are outside the focus of this work and are not considered further.

The alternative considered in this research is to share the computational load among

multiple processors. Two ways to partition the computation, both of which are based on the

c-graph, are matrix splitting and graph embedding. Depending on the ANN model, it is possi-

ble to define other partitionings, such as having one PN execute some function f, pass the

results to a second PN which perfonns g, and on to a third which does h, where the computa-

tion in each CN is h.g I(i) on input i. The design and effectiveness of such an approach is

dependent on the particular ANN model or algorithm. The option of dividing the computation

of a single CN among multiple PNs is considered under the matrix splitting model.

Matrix splitting is a method of dividing the communication and computation of the

ANN among the PNs based on the connection matrix. In Figure 2.4, three divisions of a con-

nection matrix are illustrated. For example, if the matrix is divided by columns, as in Figure

2.4 A, the PN assigned to column i would perfonn the same calculation for all CNs, using i as

an input. If the matrix was divided by rows, as in Figure 2.4 B, the PN with row j would exe-

cute the algorithm of CN j with all inputs it receives. The case of row-based partitioning, for

multiple rows per PN, is covered later under graph embedding. Finally, Figure 2.4 C shows a

hybrid approach where each nodes performs a calculationon multiple inputs for each of
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Figure 2.4 Alternative Ways of Perfonning Matrix Splitting

several nodes. Hybrid splitting differs from the other two alternatives since each CN and its

inputs is split among multiple PNs. In such a split mapping, the intennediate results from

each PN would be forwarded to secondary nodes, such as those on the diagonal, for comple-

tion of the computation.

Several problems exist with matrix splitting of types A and C. If each row, or set of

rows, is divided so that no PN contains an entire row, the potential exists for data incoherency.

With multiple copies of each CN, different copies could be in different states at the same time.

Reducing data incoherency requires synchronizing all copies to the same state before any

updating calculations are perfonned. A second problem is decreased fault tolerance. The loss

of a PN deletes the computation of an entire section of the matrix and all rows and columns

containing the missing section are disrupted.

Matrix splitting is primarily of value in situations where PNs are powerful enough to

updatemultipleCNstateseasily;wherethe systemis synchronousto reducethe probabilityof

----- ----------------- ---------

x I x I x x I x x x x I I x x I x x
----------------- . ,

x I x I x x x x x x I x x I x x
, , ---------

x I x I x x x x x x x x x x
I

x I x I x x x x x x x x x x
-----

A. Column Splitting B. Row Splitting C. Hybrid Splitting
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incoherent states; and where interprocessor communication costs are expensive, so fewer mes-

sages are preferable, even if longer. Examples of message-based multi-processor systems that

would be appropriate for this approach are the Connection Machine [Hi185], and the Intel

iPSC [Jac91], with synchronizing messages broadcast system-wide between node update

cycles.

Another circumstance where matrix splitting would be of potential value is when the

matrix is sparse with locally dense regions. Two examples of c-graphs with such matrices are

multi-layer feed-forward networks and the visual processing regions of the brain as shown in

Figure 4.2. Given such a locallydense matrix, assigninga processorto each dense region

could reduce the interprocessor communication requirements.

Graph embeddingis a secondway to partitiona c-graph. In this approach,one or

more CNs are assignedto each PN and each c-graphedge is mappedto a correspondingp-

graph path. When a set of CNs has more external co-incident edges than the equivalent PN,

either a group of PNs can be considered as a unit to provide the needed connectivity or p-

graph edges can be multiplexed. All intennediate PNs on a given path provide message for-

warding.

Definition 2.9: A mapping M:C :;P, where C is a c-graph and P is a p-graph, is a

function of Nc :;Npand Ec"":;Pp(Pp is the set of all paths in P) such that for (i,j) E Ec then

M «i,j» is a path with beginning M (i) and ending M U). Note that if M «i,j» is the empty

path f(n), then M (i) =MU) = n. That is, the edge (i,j) is best representedinternallyto PN

(n).

Figure2.5 showsthe examplemappingof a c-graphC to a p-graphP. In this exam-

pIe, node a of c-graph C is connected to five other nodes so path (5,6),(6,3) of p-graph P is

used to connect nodes a and f, while all the other edges of C are mapped directly to edges of
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b 1 2 3 e f
o

d

o o

c-graph C p-graph P

c
M:C~P

Figure 2.5 Example Mapping M of C-Graph C to P-Graph P

P. Also, note that edge (5,6) is used twice to provide the required connections (a,b) and (a,f).

Definition 2.10: The dilation of a mapping M, of c-graph C to p-graph P, is the length

of the paths in P that edges of C are mapped to by M. The maximum dilation is max(l (M (e »)

for ee Ec. The average dilation is _
,

I L I(M(e», where IE I is the cardinality of E.
E I eeEc

Definition 2.11: The communication cost, with regards to some cost function k, of a

mappingM: C -> Pis L k(M (e» wherek assignsa non-negativevalueto eachpathof P.
eeEc

If the cost function k is defined such that each edge traversed is assigned a cost of 1,

then the mapping in Figure 2.5 has a total cost of 6. This is the mapping with the lowest possi-

ble communication cost given the two graphs c and p and with each CN mapped to a distinct

PN. An example of a mapping with a higher cost under the same function k is M' that maps

node a to 1, b to 7, c to 8, d to 9, e to 6, and f to 3. M' also maps edge (a,b) to path

(1,4),(4,7); (a,c) to path (1,4),(4,7),(7,8); (a,d) to path (1,2),(2,5),(5,8),(8,9); (a,e) to path

(1,2),(2.3),(3,6); and (a,f) to path (1,2),(2,3). M' would have a cost of 2 + 3 + 4 + 3 + 2, or

14, more than twice the cost of the mapping M.
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Eachmappingalso has a computationalcost. This cost is detenninedby the amount

of computation each PN perfonns for its assigned CNs. The computational capabilities of

each PN place an upper bound on the number of CNs which can be mapped to a single PN. In

the absence of any computational constraints, the optimal mapping, from a communication

cost perspective, would be to assign all CNs to a single PN.

The optimal mapping, as used here, is the one with the smallest communication cost

that satisfies the computational constraints of the PNs. This definition of an optimal mapping

allows PNs of the p-graph to have unequal computational tasks.

2.3. Graph Measures

The graph measures defined in this section are used in Chapter 4 in describing exam-

pIe ANN models. The Chapter 4 descriptions include the degree of communication of each

class of c-graph and the resulting difficulty of finding mappings to potential p-graphs which

meet cost-perfonnance goals.

Definition 2.12: The density of graph G is the ratio of the number of edges in G to the

numberof edges in afully connectedgraphwith the samenumberof nodesor I; I .IN I -IN I

IN 12- IN I is the denominator of this fonnula instead of IN 12since edges of the fonn (P,p)

are not allowed.

For example, the graph of Figures 2.2 and 2.3 has a density of 5 / 12.

Figure 2.6 shows three different graphs of degree four. In this figure, each line

represents a pair of directed edges. Although all three graphs have the same degree, they can

not be mapped easily onto the same architecture without dilation, given a one-to-one limit on

the number of CNs per PN. A graph of type A maps readily to a one-dimensional, nearest-

neighbor connected p-graph, with no paths of length greater than three. Graphs of type A and

B map readilyto a two-dimensionalgridof nearest-neighbor connectednodes.with nopaths
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A. Constant Rate of Increase of Reachability

~

B. Linear Rate of Increase of Reachability

C. Exponential Rate of Increase of Reachability

Figure 2.6 Three Graphs with Different Reachability Functions

of length greater than two. Graphs of type C have a dilation factor that increases with size
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when mapped to such a one-dimensionalor two-dimensionalp-graph,or even to a three-

dimensional version of a nearest-neighbor p-graph.

The three graphsof Figure 2.6 can be characterizedby the rate at which new nodes

can be reached by paths of increasing length starting at any initial point. This rate is the

reachability function of the graphs as defined in Definition 2.13. For graph A, the number of

new nodes encountered at each step follows either the sequence 4,2,6,2,6,2,6,... or 4,4,4,...,

dependingon the choiceof startingnode. In both cases, the averagenumberof new nodes

that can be reached by paths of any given length from an arbitrary starting node is 4. Graph B

follows the function 4,8,12,16,... or 4n. For graph C, the reachability function is

4,12,36,108,... or 4x3n-1. Thus, these graphs are labeled as constant, linear, or exponential in

Figure 2.6, since the rate of new connections divided by fan-out is respectively 1,n, and 3n-1.

Definition 2.13: The reach ability function of a node q, rq(l), is the number of unique

nodes that can be reached by paths of length I beginning at q. The reachability function R of a

graph G is the average of the node reachability functions over all nodes in the graph or

A regular graph is one with the same topology in all of its parts. For such graphs

R (I) =rq(l) for all qe N. For example, rectangular graphs, such as B in Figure 2.6, have

R (l) =4i. Graph A of Figure 2.6 is not regular, but graph C is and Rc(l) =4 X 3i-1. In both of

these cases, the lack of regularity at the edge of the graph is ignored to provide simplicity in

the formulas.

Reachabilityprovidesa usefulmeansof characterizinggraphs. Whenmapping a c-

graph to a p-graph, the crucial determinant of communication performance is the dilation

caused by the mapping. If all messages resulting from a particular computation must reach

their destinations before the next computation can be performed, even the presence of a single
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long path slows down the system.

Another measure which predicts how well a c-graph maps to a p-graph is their relative

degree of locality. The concept of locality is intended to capture the intuitive idea of having

all connections for a given node be to nearby nodes. It is related to the usage in operating sys-

terns theory where the locality of memory references of a program is used to detennine how

well it will perfonn in a given virtual memory computer system [DeJ73]. Here, the concept of

locality is used to capture how well the interconnect requirements of a c-graph will be sup-

ported by a given p-graph.

Definition 2.14: For a graph G and S c NG, the destination set of S is Ds where Ds =

{neNG : meS and (m,n)eEG).

For any c-graph C, it is possible to construct a series of locality graphs Lp where p

represents some partitioning of the nodes of C. Consider some partitioning of the nodes of C

into subgraphs. For each such subgraph define a node of L. Then there exists an edge (i,j) of

L if i and j represent subgraphs of C and the subgraph associated with j contains nodes within

the destination sets of the nodes in the subgraph associated with i. Note that some graph

theoreticians refer to L as a homeomorphism of C and the partitions of C as its kernels.

Definition 2.15: A graph G exhibits locality if there exists a partitioning P of NG into

non-trivial subsets such that Lp is sparse.

Althoughlocalityis not a computablemetric,it is possibleto saythat one graphhas a

higher degree of locality than another if the first is readily partitionable into sets with a sparser

resulting locality graph. The c-graphs in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 demonstrate such a compara-

tive level of locality.

The relative reachability and locality of the c-graph being mapped and the p-graph to

which it is mapped place a lower limit on the mapping cost. When every PN has fewer
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outgoing edges than the CNs mapped to it, some edges must be multiplexed with a resultant

penaltyin perfonnance. Topologieswith a largeraveragedegreeshowbetter speedand per-

fonnance in supportingarbitraryc-graphs. The way in which c-graphcharacteristicslimit

implementation and mapping optimizations is developed more fully in Chapter 5.

2.4. Networks and Layers

Althoughthe functionalityof an ANN,other than node and edge activity,is not of

major interest here, its logical structure can provide insights into communicationrequire-

ments. Many artificial neural network models are organized into groups of CNs called layers.

A layer is a subset of a c-graph. The nodes within a layer are either computationally

or physically identifiable in some manner as belonging to a distinct set. They may be con-

nected by some type of intralayer connections, for example, lateral inhibition. A layer per-

fonns a transfonnon its inputsbeforeprovidingthemas inputsto the next layeror layers.

Once a graph has been partitioned into layers, its edges may be classified as intra-

layer or inter-layer.

inputlayer

hidden layer

output layer

Figure 2.7 Three Layer Feed-Forward Network
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Definition 2.16: An intra-layer connection is an edge of a c-graph between nodes in

the same layer. An inter-layerconnectionis an edge of a c-graphbetweennodesin different

layers. It is said to be between the two layers containing its endpoints.

In a multiple-layer model, the input layer receives external inputs to the system. The

output layer transmits results to the external world. Intennediateor hidden layers are not

externallyvisible. Figure2.7 showsthe organizationof a typicalfeedlorward networkcon-

sistingof three layers. Afeed-forwardsystemis one whereinputsenter one layer,pass to its

successor, and continue on with no cycles or feed-back connections.

In most of the models of this thesis, external inputs and outputs are ignored. It is

assumed that some means of connecting to each node can be provided without affecting the

bandwidth requirements of the system. In an actual physical implementation, input and output

requirements are a problem because of packaging limits.



CHAPTER 3

The Need for Multiplexed Interconnect

This chapter presents two fundamental results of this dissertation: the area required

for directly wiring connections grows as the cube of the number of interconnected nodes, arid

the cost savings from multiplexing or sharing interconnect more than compensates in total

cost-performance for the resulting communication delays. In addition, it explains why special

architectures are needed for cost-effective implementations of ANN models.

3.1. Background

One problem with the effectiveness of using ANNs to solve real-world problems has

been poor cost-performance. Due to performance problems, network sizes have, in most

cases, been restricted to a few hundred nodes. In addition to limiting the size of problems, the

lack of appropriate hardware has kept researchers from empirically investigating the effects of

increasing size on network algorithms.

A solution to the performance part of this problem is the use of enhanced or special-

ized computer systems. The benchmark program NETalk, a system that learned to generate

speech from text [SeR86], originally required more than twelve hours of VAX 11-780time for

the necessary learning trials. With the use of a specialized computer system, the Adaptive

Solutions CNAPS, the learning time is reduced to six seconds [Ham92b].

Computational solutions proposed have included supercomputers, networks of simple

microprocessors, vector co-processor boards, and specialized systems based on fast numeric

processors. Unfortunately, steadily increasing network sizes require larger and faster emula-

22
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tors. The introduction of models based on neurophysiologicalresearch only serves to

accelerate this trend. In addition, the development of commercial applications requires inex-

pensiveemulationsystems.

In designing custom VLSI circuits to support large ANN networks, a range of possible

implementations is available. Very fast, dedicated processors tuned for the required computa-

tions can be used alone or in small groups to process an entire network. This network proces-

sor model is the approach used by SAIC and HNC in their neurocomputer products. At the

other end of the spectrum are systems directly implementing ANNs in silicon with a proces-

sor, usually analog, for each neuron. This approach is used by researchers at Bell Labs,

Synaptics, Lincoln Labs, JPL, Cal Tech, and elsewhere. An example of an intermediate solu-

tion is the CNAPS system from Adaptive Solutions, where multiple PNs can each emulate one

or more CNs as required.

The network processor model, while effective for small systems, fails to support large

networks adequately. As the number of nodes, N, in a network increases, the computational

and memory requirements increase at least linearly. The communication requirements

increase from order N to order N2. The use of general purpose multiprocessor systems, such

as the BBN Butterfly, the Intel Hypercube, or the Connection Machine, are limited to research

situations or very expensive applications because of their high cost.

Eliminating the network processor model and the use of general purpose multiproces-

sor systems, because of cost and performance issues, leaves multiprocessor systems

specifically designed for ANN emulation as the only cost effective approach that may be able

to support large networks. Two possiblealternativesfor such systemsexist: the traditional

direct implementation approach and the virtual implementation proposed here. In a direct

implementation, there is no connection multiplexing, therefore, the c-graph and p-graph are
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topologically equivalent In a virtual implementation, this restriction is removed.

Direct implementation matches the connectivity requirements of highly localized pri-

mary sensory processing as exemplifiedby the visual processingchips of Mead et alia

[MeM]. Direct implementation is only effective for ANN models with a limited connection

radius, because of the O(n3) area requirement to be shown in Result 3.1. A limited connec-

tion radiusmodel is any model whichcan be mappedwith minimalconstantdilationto a p-

graph where each PN is only connected to physically adjacent PNs. Unfortunately, direct

implementation does not support the greater degree of interconnect required by neurophysio-

logical and associative ANN models.

The virtual implementation approach proposed in this research multiplexes connec-

tions and potentially allows for the mapping of multiple CNs to a single PN. In addition to

reducing the problem of increasing network size and supporting networks with a high degree

of interconnect, this approach also delivers better cost-performance ratios for some ANN

models.

3.2. ScalingProblem

A general heuristic for communication systems design is that systems are more flexi-

ble when the binding of scarce resources is delayed as late as possible, preferably dynamically

during execution. The earlier a partitioning of resources is performed, the more likely cir-

cumstances arise that invalidate it, overloading one section and underutilizing another. This

concept of delayed partitioning is critical to the architectures presented here, since message

traffic varies from instant to instant depending on which nodes fire and in what sequence.

In his thesis [Dal86], Dally applied this law to interconnection architectures. He

showed better performance of systems with a lower dimensionality of interconnect and con-

eluded that given a fixed area available for interconnect, it is better to use the areato increase
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the communicationbetweenadjacentprocessorsand have them forwardmessagesto further

nodes than to dedicate silicon real estate to direct connections between non-adjacent proces-

sors.

In the cerebral cortex of the brain, the volume dedicated to interconnect exceeds the

volume dedicated to computation. All computation is performed within a thin layer of neu-

rons on the surface of the brain, while much of the inner volume is taken up by white connec-

tive or communication tissue. Shepherd [ShE79] estimates the area of the human cerebral cor-

tex as 1.2 x 103em2 and that computation requires less than 1/4 of this area. with the

remainder primarily dedicated to communication. Given an average thickness of 5 mm, the

cortex volume is approximately 6 x 105mm3 with 1.5 x 105mm3 for computation. The total

volume of the adult human brain approximates a sphere of diameter 12 em, that has volume

9 x 105mm 3. Thus, the portion that is primarily interconnect is about 6 times as large as the

portion that is computation.

In designing an artificial implementation of neural networks in silicon, three alterna-

tives exist for setting up the interconnect. The first is to make exactly those connections

which are necessary for the functioning of the network. This approach is useful for special-

ized, regular, limited connectivity models. For large, non-regular ANN models, it requires a

complete prior understanding of all possible configurations, does not support multiple models,

provides no recovery from damaged connections, and is impossible until tools exist for laying

out large numbers of pseudo-random wires.

The second alternative is to provide all potentially required connections. Providing

all possible connectionsis the current approachfor many analog chips and workswell for

designs of limited size. Due to excessive area requirements, providing all connections is not

feasible for many models as shown later in this chapter.
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The third alternativeis to multiplexmetal lines,providingvirtualconnectivity. Each

physicalwire of the systemis sharedby one or more ANNconnectionsas necessary. Virtual

connectivity reduces the number of required wires, but introducescommunicationdelays.

This approach is used in conventional multicomputer systems as well as custom digital chips

such as CNAPS.

Currently both of the first two alternatives are being used for direct VLSI implementa-

tions. The first, implementing the required connections only, approach is used with models

that have short-length internode connections. That is, each node communicates only with

nodes within a small physical radius. Required connections only is the model used by Mead

et alia in building the Silicon Retina chip [MeM]. The other, more general, model provides

for all possible connections. This second approach is being used by Jackel et alia in the Intel

ETANN associative network chips [GrV87,JHG], and by Alspector and Allen in their Boltz-

man Machine chip [AIA87]. The two approaches result from differences in the ANN algo-

rithms being implemented.

These two approaches perform differently as the number of nodes in the network is

increased. If each PN is connected only to its nearest neighbors, then the size of the system

can be increased with few problems. Each row of nodes added to an existing system only

adds communication costs to nearby nodes. Those nodes further than the radius of connection

from the new nodes are not affected as illustrated by imagining a planar layout of PNs with

new PNs added along one edge. New connections are made only between the added PNs and

the previous border PNs, which were not fully connected before. For this reason, systems

with short radius connections do not have scaling problems when network size increases.

Unfortunately, the total interconnect model does not scale well. Figure 3.1 shows

how a Hopfield Network chip may be laid out with an O(N2) area requirement for N connec-
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Figure 3.1 A Possible Hopfield Network Layout
The circles in this figure represent PNs placed along the diagonal. The horizontal arrows are
outgoing connections from each PN and the vertical arrows are incoming, summing
cormections.

tions. In this figure, horizontal lines transmit new output states and vertical wires sum them.

Thus, one vertical line is shared among a number of connections. If the computation per-

formed is not a sum of inputs, this approach does not work. Consider a PN computing a func-

tion with two or more classesof inputs: it requiresa vertical summingwire for each class.

When the computational model requires N discrete inputs, N vertical wires for each computing

node are needed. Such a model requires O(N3) area for interconnect. Due to the O(N3)

growth rate, global interconnect is not feasible for large networks. Other possible layouts

have a similar problem as is shown in the next paragraphs.

Result 3.1 shows how the area required for connections grows with less than global

intercormect. The area required for interconnect can be calculated by determining the number

of wires that cross an arbitrary dividing line between two adjacent nodes, multiplying this

number by the area required for a single wire, and dividing by the number of separate layers

available for implementing a specific connection:
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Area =wire count x wire width x wire length / implementation layer count

Since wire width and implementation layer count are constants for a given technology, the

area required for connections is dependent on the number of connections or wires between two

adjacent nodes.

Result 3.1: The numberof connectionscrossinga verticalbisectorbetweentwo hor-

izontally adjacent PNs is (d3 + 2d)/3 when all nodes distance d apart are connected. This

derivation assumes an infinite rectangular grid of PNs and a routing of connections with verti-

cal runs traversed before horizontal runs.

Argument:

The approach is to sum all the connections from the line of pro-

cessors with the same "y" coordinate, then add in all connections from

processors with greater "x" coordinates and greater "y" coordinates. Next

add in all connections from processors with greater "x" coordinates and

lessor "y" coordinates. Finally, sources with lessor "x" coordinates mir-

ror those described above, so the final sum is multiplied by two.

A formal restatement is:

00 00 00

C =2 (L L 1 (i+j) +2 LL L 1 (i+j+k»
i=lj=O i=lj~=l

This reduces to:

00

C =2 L i (f (i) + 1/2 (i + 1)1 (i + 1»
i=O

where C is the number of connections and 1 (x) givesthe probabilityof a

connection between two PNs Manhattan distance x apart. Defining1 (x)

to allow connections between all nodes within a fixed distance d of either

of the two nodes,
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f (x) =1 (for x ::;;d)

f (x) =0 (otherwise)

yields

In Result 3.1, the value of d is a function of the number of nodes interconnected. This

result shows the area required for interconnect is 0 (r3) where r is the degree of the graph.

The third alternative for interconnect, shared connections between nodes, is illustrated by

the following example computation of areas required. It is more fully covered in Chapter 5.

To see the possible gains in layout density due to multiplexing of interconnect, compare

the area and response times of two equivalent systems of 106CNs with 103connections for each,

for a total of 109connections. The direct implementation has one CN per PN and every connec-

tion between CNs is explicitly present as a physical wire. The virtual implementation has 16

CNs per PN and connections are made only to nearest neighbors with messages relayed to further

destinations.

Both implementations assume all PNs are physically laid out in a hexagonal grid. In

addition, wire widths and interwire spacing are each 1 11,three levels of metal are available, and

effective memory cell area is 50 112. The processor area required for computation is ignored.

One bit of state is transmitted between nodes and weights are four bits. These specific values are

not critical; rather a measure of relative performance is intended.

Placing the PNs in a hexagonal pattern reduces both the bandwidth required and the

diameter of the interconnect region over the use of a square pattern because of the increase in the

number of adjacent nodes. Each PN both transmits to and receives from its six neighbors. Any

messages that need to be routed to a non-adjacent PN are relayed by intermediate nodes using a

routing algorithm based on the destination address of the message.
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Communication delays in a direct connect system are due solely to the length of the inter-

connect lines. Message length is minimal, because each node can readily identify the source of a

messagefor weightassignmentand no addressesare neededfor routing. The delay in transmit-

ting a one bit message is equal to the time for the signal to transit the wire.

The best case from an implementation viewpoint is a system with every PN connected to

the nearest 103PNs. For a hexagonal grid layout of PNs, the minimal radius of such a fully inter-

connected group ofPNs is 18 since

n

L,6i ~ 1000
i=O

has a minimal solution of n =18.

The total processor area is then 1tr2x 106,for a processor radius r; the total interconnect

area is 2/3 x / x 109, where / is the average length of an interprocessor connection; and

/ =37/3 x 2r, since / is the length of an average connection spanning a circular region of radius

18 PN diameters. Solving this set of equations yields r =5.2 x 103J,1,PN area of 8.6 x 107J,12and

a total chip area of 8.6 x 1013J,12or 86 square meters. The area required for memory is only 2 x

1011 J,12,showing how the interconnect requirements dwarf the processor requirements. The

worst case delay is over a wire 18 x 2r J,1longwith a delay of 10-2 nsec per J,1,or 1.9 x 103nsec,

and the average delay is 1.3 x 103nsec.

This analysis shows direct interconnection is not feasible for silicon implementations of

large associative networks with even moderate connectivity requirements. The next paragraphs

present a similarcalculationfor the area requirementsand speedperformanceof a systemwith

shared interconnect.

Assuming sixteen CNs in each PN, each CN requires 103weights, 16 local addresses and

984 global addresses, given an optimal mapping. Using the routing information as the address, a

global address requires 19 bits, because each of five intermediate PNs requires three bits to select
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the routing direction and the destination PN needs four bits to pick the correct CN. A local

address is 4 bits.

The source address in each message is used to determine which weight to apply. Each

CN requires two sets of addresses, one for destinations and one for weight selection. The total

memory required is thus 41520 bits per CN. This predicts a PN area of 3.3 x 107~2. The com-

plete system would require 2.1 x 1012~2, 2.1 square meters. This is one-fortieth the area of the

direct implementation. Each PN only communicates with adjacent PNs so total wire area is

7 x 104PNs x 3 wires each x wire length of6 x 103~x 1~ wide or 1.3 x 108~2.

A message sent between two PNs consists of the routing information and one bit of state,

for a total of 20 bits. The expected path length can be calculated by solving the equation:

n

1:6i ~ (1000 - 16)/16
;=1

The smallest such integral n is 5, so the maximum number of intervening links expected is 5 and

the average is 3.7, assuming PNs are uniformly distributed within the area of a circle with radius

5. All connections are to nearest neighbors, so communication latency is the time required to

relay the message through intermediate PNs. PN diameter is is '13.3 x107 ~. With a wire transit

time of 10-2 nsec per ~ per bit, this equals a minimal relay time of 57 nsec per node per bit.

A rough approximation of the affect of contention on the system is the number of mes-

sages in the system divided by the number of wires available to carry them. Assuming a 10%

firing percentage for the CNs and six wires in each direction between adjacent PNs yields a multi-

plier of 525:

984 messages per CN x 16 CNs per PN x 10%firing rate x 62500 PNs
6 wires per PN x 62500 PNs /2

This contention factor greatly underestimates the delays due to contention since it

assumes message traffic is uniformly distributed over all wires in the system, both temporally and
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physically. Thus, these numbers are order of magnitude approximations only.

The average time for a 20 bit message to reach its destination CN is 1.1 x 106 nsec and

the worst case time is 3.0 x 106nsec This delay is three orders of magnitude slower than in the

direct implementation and an order of magnitude slower than biological neural systems.

Both direct and virtual implementation examples suffer from requiring optimal mappings

of c-graph to p-graph since otherwisesome connectionswould be to remote PNs. Both also

ignore edge discontinuities. They are thus for comparative purposes only and are not indicative

of the actual costs involved, other than as order of magnitude guesses. With these caveats, the

calculations above show a 40 times improvement in area required, due to the exchange of inter-

connect area for address storage, and a speed degradation of 103,due to contention for the limited

number of wires between processors.

This tradeoff is in the right direction, but systems need to be much smaller and faster

before actual implementations are feasible. As is shown in Chapter 5, the use of broadcast tech-

niques further reduces the area required by a factor of two and reduces communication delays by

an order of magnitude.

3.3. Multiplexing Advantages and Disadvantages

In addition to reducing interconnect area, multiplexing of communication lines provides

more flexibility in use. By changing the addresses stored in the PNs, new connections can be

made or changed dynamically, while the system is running. This flexibility allows a given physi-

cal system to support a variety of different ANN models.

Another benefit of virtual implementations is the possibility for a regular p-graph to sup-

port a highly irregular c-graph. This regularity of p-graphs allows for simplified design of the

physical system since a small region can be designed and tested and then replicated or tiled to

form the complete system. In addition to simplifying design, this featureallowsa single
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architecture to support multiple ANN models and connectivity patterns may be allowed to change

duringexecution.

While the concept of sharing wires does not force the use of digital communication, ana-

log multiplexingis moredifficultand wouldprobablynot be used in practice. Digitalcommuni-

cation has the added advantages of increased robustness and easier debugging. Also, digital com-

munication does not preclude the use of analog computation.

Multiplexing interconnect is not a panacea. It has a variety of problems that need to be

solved before very large network emulation systems can be built. These problems include

decreased fault tolerance, increased complexity in addressing and routing algorithms, increased

power consumption and heat generation, and increased contention problems.

Decreased fault tolerance can be avoided by using multiple instances of structures that

might fail. For example, three communication lines might be used with required agreement

among any two. Alternatively, a final manufacturing processing step can be used to remove

flawed connections and substitute working ones [CoI8?,RMB86]. Another possible solution is to

use intelligent routing to detect and send messages around flaws or only assign CNs to working

PNs. Unfortunately, each of these approaches increases the amount of area required and the cost

of the final product. May [May88] investigated the reliability of multiplexed implementations

and the behavior of the resulting ANN models in the face of a variety of flaws. His results

showed most faults occur in the memory of the processors and do not significantly impact system

performance or reliability. His results match our expectations, since current defect densities are

on the order of five to ten per square inch as compared to millions of transistors in the same area.

Since much of the area of the system consists of memory for storage of weights, addresses, and

CN states, the loss of a few bits should be tolerable and rarely have a major impact. In addition,

defect density varies with circuitry type with metal typically having a low defect rate.
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Multiplexinginterconnectrequiresincreasedcomplexityin addressingand routingalgo-

ritluns. When multiple messages are sent across a single communication link, routing informa-

tion is requiredto insurethey are properlydeliveredand leadsto a packet structureto separate

data from addresses. Complexity is added to PNs because it is necessary to decode arriving pack-

ets to determine their destinations. A factor offsetting the problems of communication complex-

ity is the speed differential between communication and computation. With chips being clocked

at 50 to 100 megahertz, a clock cycle is less than 2 x 10-8 seconds. Matching biological systems

requires computationalupdates less than once every 10-4seconds. The difference,a factorof

four orders of magnitude, should provide sufficient time to resolve message traffic problems.

Powerconsumptionand heat generationare increasedfor a multiplexedsystembecause

of the increased complexity of the PN circuitry. Analyses of two possible PN architectures show

system requirements are acceptable [Mea9l, RuH88]. The added PN complexity is potentially

offset by the elimination of the long wires required in a direct implementation.

Contention is a problem due to the potential for increased temporal delay variance and

increased overall system delay.

Simulation results [Con87, RuH88] indicate delay repeatability and magnitude are critical

in ANN models only when they are large relative to the CN update speed. Since communication

times are orders of magnitudefaster than computationtimes, a reasonablelevel of contention

should be supportable. In addition, systems can be designed with increased bandwidth or the use

of broadcast to reduce contention.

In conclusion, the use of multiplexed interconnect provides critical benefits in exchange

for solvable problems.



CHAPTER 4

Model Networks

This chapter presents several classes of ANN models, including both mathematical and

neurophysiological ones. Example c-graphs from these classes will be used in Chapter 7 to illus-

trate the effectiveness of mappings to alternative p-graph architectures. In addition, these presen-

tations use the definitions of Chapter 2 and illustrate their effectiveness for describing c-graphs.

Mathematical ANN models are presented first because their smaller size and more pre-

cise definitions makes them more tractable. Increasing the size of any of the mathematical

models to where the architectures of this thesis would be required for effective implementations

is not feasible because of issues with learning algorithms and network resolution times. For this

reason, their inclusion in this work is primarily illustrative.

The latter half of this chapter covers biological or neurophysiological ANN models.

These models are drawn from attempts to describe the functioning of brain subregions. Element

counts and communication paths are extrapolations from descriptions of limited biological obser-

vations. Further neurophysiological research could refine or change some of the assumptions or

descriptions. Information from multiple sources has been combined to reduce the likelihood of

later invalidation of these analyses.

4.1. The General Model

As shown in Chapter 2, all connectionist models, whether of artificial or biological ori-

gin, are examples of directed graphs called c-graphs. These c-graphs consist of nodes represent-

ing the computational units, or neurons, and edges symbolizing the internode connections. Many

35
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ANN models consist of logicallygroupedsubsetswith some connectionpatternbetweenthem.

Drawing from the ANN nomenclature, these subgroups of nodes are termed layers, as defined in

Chapter 2.

4.2. Restricted C-Graphs

Layered graphs can be logically divided into several subclasses by their interconnect

requirements. In Figure 2.6 no node in the input layer is directly connected to the output layer.

The gmph in Figure 2.6 is thus an example of a restricted inter-layer connection c-gmph. Many

of the ANN models proposed to date are c-graphs with restricted inter-layer connections.

Definition 4.1: A restricted inter-layer connection c-graph, or restricted c-graph, is one

where there exists an ordering of the layers such that all connections are between adjacent layers.

In addition, any restricted c-gmph consists of at least three layers. If a c-gmph is not restricted, it

is termed an unrestricted c-graph.

Whenever referring to restricted c-gmphs, the terms "predecessor layer" and "successor

layer" refer to the layers preceding and succeeding a given layer according to an ordering under

which the gmph can be shown to be restricted.

The benefits of restricted c-graphs over unresnicted c-gmphs include decreased potential

degree, both maximal and average, and decreased network density. Increased ease of implemen-

tation is also a benefit of restricting c-gmphs, as is further discussed in Chapter 7.

The maximum degree of a node in any layer of a resnicted c-graph is 2(i + j + k - 1)

where i is the number of nodes in the predecessor layer, j is the number of nodes in the layer

itself, and k is the number of nodes in the successor layer. This value is calculated by counting

the number of nodes to which a connection could be made and multiplying by two, to reflect the

potential for both inputs to a node and outputs from it.
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In calculating limits on the density of a restricted c-graph, both intra-layer and inter-layer

connections must be considered. Since the intra-layer limit on connections is n (n - 1)fora layer

of size n, to maximizethe numberof intra-layerconnectionsin a graph it is necessaryto havea

single node in all layers but one, with the remaining nodes concentrated in the final layer. A

three layer example of such a graph would have (N - 2)(N - 3) intra-layer connections for a

graph size of N. If the three layers are of equal size, the number of possible connections is

3(N /3)(N /3-1) =N (N - 3)/3, approximately one third of the maximum possible with unequally

sized layers.

The inter-layer connection count of a layered graph is maximized when the nodes are

divided into two equally sized layers. Such a two-layered graph with full inter-layer connectivity

has 2(N /2)2 =N2/2 inter-layer connections. For a network of three layers, this same maximum

connection count can be achieved by placing half the nodes in the middle layer with the other half

split between its successor and predecessor layers. All networks of more than three layers, or

with three layers and a division other than as above, will have fewer inter-layer connections

because of the restrictions on nodes within non-adjacent layers not being connected.

Adding these two limits together, for a graph divided into two equal sized layers, yields

th d d
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layer connections for a total of N2 - N connections. Increasing the number of layers decreases

the density and degree of the graph. Lower density of the c-graph makes it easier to implement in

a planar technology.

4.3. Restricted C-Graph Variations

Given the preceding definition of a restricted c-graph, the next step is to parameterize the

possible variations of interconnect and see how different ANN models may be classified. The

three classes of inputs within a single layer are: feed-forward inputs from the predecessor layer,
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feed-back inputs from the successor layer, and local or intra-layer connections. In addition to

these incoming connections, each node may have the corresponding outgoing connections.

4.3.1. Full Feed-Forward, No Intralayer Connection Networks

The network shown in Figure 2.7 is an example of a restricted c-graph with no intra-layer

connections and full feed-forward inter-layer connections. This figure is representative of ANN

modelssuch as back propagation[RuM86].The maximaldensityof such a networkis approxi-

mately 1 /4. This can be demonstrated by considering the division of the network into two layers

of N / 2 nodes and an inter-layer connection total of N2 /4. Since, by definition, restricted c-

graphs must have at least three layers with no direct connections between non-adjacent layers,

this is a limit which can only be reached by graphs of three layers with 112of their nodes in the

middle layer and the remainder evenly split between the input and output layers, as shown in Sec-

tion 4.2.

ANN models with restricted c-graphs, full feed-forward inter-layer connections and no

intra-layer connections clearly exhibit locality since the partitioning into layers provides destina-

tion sets which are unequal. If there are ni nodes in layer i, then nodes in layer i-I have a fan-

out of ni. Similarly, the reachability function for nodes in layer i-I is ni.ni+l The dilation

of such c-graphsundermappingsto possiblep-graphsis a functionof the numberof nodes in

each layer, as will be shown in Chapter 7.

4.3.2. Partial Feed-Forward, Partial Intralayer Connected Networks

Networks, such as the one shown in Figure 4.1, are examples of c-graphs with partial

inter-layer connectivity in a feed-forward direction, no feed-back connections, and partial intra-

layer connectivity. In this figure, the inter-layer connections are not shown, but in most models

of this type, nodes within a layer which share common inputs and outputs are connected together.

Examples of ANN models which fit into this class include Neo-Cognitron [FMI83] and ART
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[CaG87]. The density of the interconnect in such graphs is detennined by the percentage of the

feed-forward and local connections.

If I is the probability of a feed-forward inter-layer connection between two nodes of a

three-layered c-graph and c is the corresponding probability for intra-layer connections, the maxi-

mal interconnect is In In2 + In2n3 + 2cn 1(n 1 - 1) + 2cn2(n2 - 1) + 2cn3(n3 - 1) < I (~ )2+

c (N - 2i, wherenj is the numberof nodes in layer i and N is the total numberof nodes in the

graph. The inequalityresults from substitutingin the maximalvalues for each type of connec-

tivity in a three layered network and realizing that both maximums can not exist in the same

graph. For large values of N, this provides a graph density in the limit of I + c.4

Under the extension of locality suggested in Chapter 2, it can be seen that networks with

partial feed-forward connectivity have a higher degree of locality than those with full feed-

forward connectivity, as in Section 4.3.1, since the destination sets are a smaller proportion of the

Figure 4.1 Three Layer Partially Connected Feed-Forward Network
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graph. Maximalfan-out for a given nodein layer i is fn;n;+i + cn;. Because of their increased

locality and decreaseddegree and fan-out, these networks are easier to implement than those of

the previous section.

4.3.3. Restricted C-Graph Summary

Restricting connections in these graphs to between adjacent layers simplifies the task of

implementing them in planar technologies. The degree of the network is limited by the restric-

tion of potential connections. This restriction directly reduces graph density and the area required

for interconnect. The increase in the degree of locality also aids in detennining p-graph architec-

tures with sufficient interconnect capability for effective implementations.

4.4.Unrestricted C-Graphs

Unlike ANN models, those derived from neurophysiological research tend to have a more

general pattern of interconnect, though a layered structure may be often observed. If no restric-

tions are made on the possible destinations for connections from a node, then even if the graph

appears to be divisible into definite layers, it is possible to have full interconnect, no locality, and

a graph density approaching one.

Although biologically derived neural networks do not have restricted c-graphs, they do

have a low probability of connections and exhibit locality. Even in regions immediately sur-

rounding the axon of a neuron, not every nearby neuron makes contact. One classical paper on

the subject [Utt55], gives probability functions for different axon and dendrite branching patterns

and shows an exponential reduction in the probability of a connection between two neurons with

increasing distance between them.

Nature has provided neither blueprints nor mathematical statements of the interconnect,

or even indicated which paths are important for biologically derived models. The communication

paths used in the central nervous system range from the release of chemicals that modify neuron
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behavior over a large region to individual synaptic junctions on a single site of a neuron.

Researchers have been able to estimate the gross circuitry of some cortical areas using techniques

such as neuron staining, observing the efferent impact of lesion damage, tuning the variables of

computer simulations until perfonnance matches experimental results, measuring electrical

activity with test probes, and intuitive analysis. While detailed infonnation is lacking on indivi-

dual neuron-to-neuron circuits, enough is known to start drawing conclusions about probable

individual connections. Models based upon knowledge of specific cortical areas, such as the

olfactory pirifonn cortex, have shown results that correlate with experimental results on living

organisms. Such correlations imply the accuracy of the model at capturing some level of func-

tionality. Although it is not yet possible to be certain about the c-graphs of brain regions, the

combination of general knowledge of its connectivity or structure and working abstracted ANN

models indicates the potential value of developing p-graph architectures capable of supporting

our current understanding.

The selection of biological models presented in this paper is not all inclusive; examples

were selected to illustrate the suggested approach. Also, as this thesis is not a study in neurophy-

siology, biological aspects were simplified. As stated earlier, the computational functionality of

models is not considered except where it affects or defines the communication requirements.

4.4.1. Olfactory Piriform Cortex

As pointed out in Shepherd [ShB79], the olfactory cortex is probably the best place to

start a study of the cortex. It is the earliest, or most primitive, region of the cortex and has the

simplest structure. Granger et alia [GAL89,GAA90,LGL89] have developed computer simula-

tions that mimic the olfactory system's ability to generalize upon and differentiate signals.

Bower [Bow90a, Bow90b] has also designed a model by reverse engineering the olfactory cortex.

His model shows signal patterns similar to those observed in biological studies.
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In tenns of the definitionsof this paper,olfactorypirifonn cortexcan be consideredas a

system with input via the lateral olfactory tract (LOT) and outputs to the entorhinal cortex and,

thus, to the hippocampus. It can be divided into layers where each layer consists of those nodes

sharinglocalconnections.

The LOT is comprised of between 5 x 104to 6 X 104 axons. Estimates place the number

of pyramidal cells in pirifonn cortex higher than the number of LOT inputs, but of the same order

of magnitude. Taking numbers from Shepherd [She90], and rounding for simplicity, giv.es an

estimate of 5 x 104 inputs and 1 x 106 processing nodes. Of the processing nodes, half are

A rostral 10mm caudal

afferent collalerals

8 afferent LOT

L L c c
rostraJly
directed assoc.

caudall

direc:ed assoc.

Figure 4.2 Pirifonn Cortex

(This figure is taken from Bower [Bow90a]. )
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pyramidalcells that provideoutputsfromthe olfactorycortex,and the otherhalf are locallycon-

nectedinhibitoryandexcitatorycells.

The concentrationof inputs from the LOT tapers off from rostral to caudal cortex as

shown in Figure 4.2-A. The probability of a given input connecting with a particular pyramid

cell ranges from about 10% at the maximum to 0.5% at the minimum.

Compensating for the decreased number of external inputs toward the caudal end of the

pirifonn cortex, pyramidal cells axons provide increased numbers of connections. The number of

excitatory connections per pyramidal cell stays approximately the same throughout the entire

region. In addition to providing associative inputs within the layer itself, these pyramidal axons

provide outputs from the pirifonn cortex to the remainder of the brain.

The other connections present within the pirifonn cortex are localized to small patches.

Each pyramidal cell is connected to a group of nearby stellate cells that generate inhibitory sig-

nals. One class of inhibitory signals is local to the patch and provides a winner-take-all func-

tionality where only a single pyramidal cell within a patch fires for any given input The other is

rostrally directed and appears to provide for periods of recovery between the pulses of input.

Following the model shown in Figure 4.3, pirifonn cortex can be considered as a series of

layers. Layers closer to the input side receive a higher proportion of their data from the system

inputs. Those closer to the output side receive a lower proportion of system inputs and a higher

proportionof inputs frompreviouslayers. The probabilityof a pyramidnodein a layerreceiving

a givensystem input rangesfroma high of 10%to a low of 0.5%. Each pyramidnode receives

about 10% of the total number of inputs available from both system inputs and other layers.

Each layer consists of 1/2pyramid nodes and 1/2 non-pyramid nodes. Each non-pyramid

node in a layer receives inputs from and transmits output to all pyramid nodes in the layer.

Pyramid nodes within a layer are not connected to each other. Pyramid nodes provide output
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Figure 4.3 Schematic Abstraction of Piriform Cortex

from a layer to successor layers and to the external world.

Such a model demonstrates locality since layers on the input side do not contain destina-

tion nodes for nodes in the layers on the output side. Also, non-pyramid cells do not have con-

nections outside their layers. With the restrictions on intra-layer connections, such that pyramid

cells are not connected. only 1/2 of the possible intra-layer connections can be made. Given a

division into m equal sized layers, (!! )2 is the total intra-layerconnectioncount. If external2m

inputs are treated as a type of intra-layerconnectionfor simplicity,then N of the nodes each2

receive ~ of the possible intra-layer connections for a total of ~~ intra-layer connections.
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4.4.2. Hippocampus

Like the olfactory cortex, the hippocampus is an early, more primitive region of the

brain. The model of communication routing presented here is abstracted from the work of

Shepherd [ShB79], Rolls [RoI89], and Squire et alia [SSA89].

One reason for studying the hippocampus is that it is a primitive region of the brain and

hence simpler than other brain regions. Another reason is the variety and power of the functions

that have been attributed to it. Experiments with rats have shown that hippocampal neurons fire

to indicate spatial location [O'K89]. Other rat studies have demonstrated that hippocampal

lesions inhibit the ability to create general associations between different odors [EOW90]. In

humans, amnesia has been correlated with hippocampal damage [SSA89]. The common thread

in the results sections of these studies has been the conclusion that the hippocampus enables asso-

ciations between different concepts or experiences. The hippocampus is also believed to provide

a critical step in enabling long tenn memory.

Figure 4.4 shows the regions of the hippocampus and the general flow of data. The major

source of input data is the entorhinal cortex. Infonnation flows via the alvear pathway to region

CA I of the hippocampus and via the perforant pathway to region CA3. In addition, the mossy

fiber output of the dentate gyrus provides indirect inputs to CA3. The primary input to the den-

tate gyrus is also the perforant pathway.

Figure 4.4 shows the basic circuitry of the hippocampus. The entorhinal cortex is the pri-

mary source of external inputs to it. It is estimated there are 200,000 layer II cells of the entorhi-

nal cortex which project to the hippocampus, each making approximately 18,000 synapses.

The dentate gyrus, or layer I of Figure 4.5, consists of roughly 1,000,000 granule cells.

Each granule cell receives about 3700 inputs. Estimates for the number of contacts between a

given entorhinal and granule cell range from I to 10. This results in a maximal probability of
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Figure 4.4 Hippocampus

(This figure is taken from Rolls [RoI90].)

contact of a particular granule cell by a given entorhinal cell of .02. Each granule cell receives

inputs from 400 to 3700 different entorhinal cells. Separate regions of entorhinal cells project to

different regions of layer 1. The precise boundaries and sizes of these regions. both source and

destination. are not known.

The layer I granule cells have local feedback via 3500 basket cells and 20.000 associa-

tive cells. The basket cells provide inhibitory feedback within relatively small patches of about

200 granule cells each. These inhibitory local connections provide a winner-take-all behavior of

the granule cells on a patch by patch basis. The associative cells have widely divergent axons
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making contact throughout layer 1.

In addition to local connections with the basket and associative cells, granule cells from

layer 1 project to layer 2 (CA3) pyramid cells via the mossy fibers. There are about 180,000 layer

2 pyramid cells and each mossy fiberconnects to approximately 14 of them, so roughly 80 layer 1

inputs are made to each layer 2 pyramid cell.

Layer 2 has extensive intra-layer connectivity and any layer 2 cell may be connected to

any other layer 2 cell. The probability of a given connection is roughly 5%. In addition to the

local connections, layer 2 receives input from the entorhinal cell axons, with each layer 2

pyramid cell receiving approximately 23,000 inputs. Rolls postulates that the combination of

sparse, strong inputs from the mossy fibers and dense, weak entorhinal inputs results in finely

tuned pattern separations. The mossy fibers provide the initial orientation of the separation space

and the entorhinal inputs then differentiate between similar mossy inputs. The total number of

synapses on each pyramid cell is on the order of 10,000 with 3/4 of them devoted to local or

intra-layer connections.

The output of layer 2 is both to layer 3 and to the external world. There are about 1.5

layer 3 cells for each layer 2 pyramid cell. The projection of layer 2 onto layer 3 is topographi-

cally organized. Cells in different regions of layer 2 have different destination sets in both layers

2 and 3. Cells on the input side have limited intra-layer connections within layer 2 and project to

the most distal extent of layer 3. Cells central to layer 2 have major intra-layer connections that

are widely dispersed within the layer and project to nearer portions of layer 3. Finally, the layer 2

cells near the border between the two layers initiate connections that terminate close to their

sources in both layers.

Layer 3 does not contain significant numbers of intra-layer connections. It is considered

to further classify the output of layer 2.
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Figure 4.5 Abstract of Hippocampal Connectivity

(This figure is taken from Rolls [RoI90].)

From Figure 4.5 it can be seen there is a clear organization of the hippocampus into

layers. It is not strictly a restricted c-graph because both layers 1 and 2 receive external inputs,

and layers 2 and 3 both provide external outputs. The lack of connections from layer 2 to layer 1

and from layer 3 to layers 1 and 2 show a degree of locality. The subdivision of the layers into

patches, with inter-layer connections being made from nodes in a patch in one layer only to nodes

in a single patch in the next layer, provides a greater degree of locality and allows for a more

effective implementation as will be shown in Chapter 7. In addition, the sparseness of connec-

tivity of the hippocampus also significantly aids implementation efforts.

There is an inter-layer connectivity rate of 2% between the external source and layer 1.

The inter-layer connectivity rate between layers 1 and 2 is approximately 0.01% (14 connections
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out of a possible 18,000). From the external source to layer 2, the inter-layer connectivity rate is

10%. Finally, inter-layer connections are again made at a rate of 10% between layers 2 and 3.

Layer 1 is divided into 5000 patches of 200 nodes each with dense interconnect within

each patch. In addition, the associative cells provide connections between the patches. The large

number of regions leads to a low degree of intra-layer interconnect, less than 0.02%. Layer 2 has

an intra-layer connectivity rate of 5% and layer 3 has no intra-layer connections.

Thus the system has a hierarchy of structures with layers containing patches. Combining

the various inter-layer and intra-layer connectivity rates yields an overall density of less than 1%.

Although nodes individually have high degree, the sharing of sources and destinations within a

patch provides a high degree of locality and a relatively low reachability.

4.4.3. Primate Visual Cortex

The third neurobiologically derived model is of primate visual cortex. The numbers and

connection organization estimates given here are from Van Essen [Van85, VaA90]. Unfor-

tunately for the purposes of this paper, even less is known about exact cell populations and inter-

connect patterns for visual cortex than for either piriform cortex or hippocampus.

The functional organization of visual cortex is a series of interconnected regions, or

layers, with a general feed-forward information flow through them. The number and organization

of the layers differs by species. Figure 4.6 shows the layers and their inter-layer connection pat-

terns for the macaque.

For inter-layer connections,the general pattern is to have each layer broken into a

number of smaller patches. Each patch then receives inputs from multiple discrete patches in the

originating layers. Each patch also has a dense intra-layer connection pattern. Patches within the

same layer are distinct with no connections between them.
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Figure 4.6 Macaque Visual Regions and Their Interconnections

(This figure is taken from Van Essen (Van85].)

The model shows approximately twenty layers with a fairly clear flow pattern through

them, although there exist connections in both directions and the layers are not restricted in

inter-layer connectivity. Inputs to a layer are to restricted patches within it. Intralayer connec-

tions are also restricted to the same patches, but are locally dense.

Given the independence of the subregions of each layer of the system as described above,

the potential density and node fan-out is constrained significantly more than would be for an

unrestricted system of twenty layers as is shown in the following derivation.
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Result 4.1: If a partitioningof each layer of a c-graphG into r distinct sets of nodes

S 10 S2' ... 'Sr exists such that the source and destination sets are also distinct, maximal fan-out

and network density are both reduced by a factor of r.

Argument:

This can be shown for intra-layer connections by considering a

layer of size n divided into r equal sized patches. Constrain all intra-

layer connections to exist only within a patch. Each node in the layer

can then connect to only n/r nodes. The resulting n2/r intra-layer con-

nections compare to the n2 possible without constraints.

The inter-layer density is equivalently reduced. Consider I

layers as described above. If each node can only connect to I patches of

size n/r, then the maximum number of inter-layer connections is

(1- l)n/r per node. The system total number of inter-layer connections

is 1(1- l)n2/r. Adding these two values, results in a density of 1/r.

In summary, visual cortex can be considered as a c-graph with a fair degree of locality

under the partitioning into patches. It is not a restricted c-graph because each layer receives

inputs from multiple other layers. This inter-layer connectivity is constrained though, with each

layer connecting to a restricted subset of the other layers. The division of the layers into patches

significantly reduces the density and fan-out of the system.

4.4.4. Abstract NeurobiologicalModels

Braitenberg has developed a theoretical interconnection model based on his studies of the

architectonics of the brain [Bra89]. While limited direct biological evidence exists to either sup-

port or challenge this model, it provides intriguing possibilities for interconnection limits.
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For cortical connections, suppose a random interconnection scheme is chosen. Divide

the cortex into N 112patches each containing N 1/2cells. In the human, each patch would have

approximately 105 pyramidal cells and would be about 1mm in diameter. This diameter is about

the same size as the spread of a large pyramidal cell, so interconnections between cells of a patch

are readily possible. Braitenberg suggests each patch is densely interconnected and receives

inputs via one axon from each other patch. Figure 4.7 shows a schematic of such an interconnec-

Figure 4.7 Abstract Pseudo-Cortical Connectivity Patterns
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tion pattern.

The degree of a typical node would be (p + 1) N 1/2where p is the probability of a con-

nection between any two nodes within the same patch. Given a total system size of N cells, the

total density possible is (p + 1)N3/2/ N2 or (p + 1)/ N1I2. Since p is a probability, its maximal

value is 1, and the limit on the density of a system of this type is 2 / N 1/2.Compared to the poten-

tial of N2 connections for a fully connected system, such a model is sparsely connected. But this

system exhibits no locality and any node can update any other node in at most 1/ P steps.

Under the natural partitioning of the system into patches, as shown in Figure 4.7, there is

no locality since the homeomorphic graph is fully connected. In a biological system the com-

munication can be provided by having a neuron in each patch which has a long axon that diverges

at its end and contacts the destination patch neurons. For a silicon based system, this lack of

locality is a major implementationproblem and requiresa specializedinterconnectionarchitec-

ture as will be shown in Chapter 7.

4.5. Summary

This chapter has introduced a set of c-graph models that will be used in Chapter 7 to

illustrate the effectiveness of alternative p-graph architectures. The concepts of density and local-

ity have been applied to these models to show how their restrictions on connectivity affect the

overall number and pattern of connections. Results have been shown which relate density to the

number and organization of the layers in a graph and to the presence of patches within layers.



CHAPTER 5

Interconnection Architectures

This chapter reviewshistoricalarchitecturesfor multiprocessorsystemsand showshow

different constraints can be used to improve implementations of neurophysiological ANN

models. The first section presents several different interconnection architecture, or p-graph,

classifications. It also describes how well systems from each class can support ANN implementa-

tions. A broadcast interconnection structure is then introduced as a new architectural approach

with improved cost-performance ratios. The final section contains a limited selection of architec-

tures suggested for implementation building blocks.

5.1. Architecture Classifications

A number of different classification schemes have been applied to multi-processor com-

puter systems. This section provides a summary and shows how readily different classes of archi-

tectures may support ANN implementations.

5.1.1. Instruction and Data Stream Counts

One method of classifying multiprocessor systems is by the number of simultaneous

independent processes running on the system and the number of independent data sets being

worked on. Of the four possible architectures, single or multiple data by single or multiple

instruction, two are of limited interest for ANN implementations. The first, a Single Instruction

Single Data (SISD) system is equivalent to a monoprocessor computer with no parallelism. This

approach was eliminated in Chapter Three because the lack of parallelism limits the potential for

supporting large emulations. The second, a Multiple Instruction Single Data (MISD) system,

54
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may be consideredas a cascadedseriesof processorsworkingon a single informationstream.

The systolic architectures of Kung et alia [AKM85] as implemented in the Intel iWarp system,

are also examples of this approach. While providing higher levels of performance than SISD,

MISD is still limited by its communications bandwidth.

The two remaining classes, Multiple Instruction Multiple Data (MIMD) and Single

Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD), are more applicable to ANN implementations. On an MIMD,

system each processor supports separate process and data streams. Communications exist

between processes, but they are not tightly linked. Examples of MIMD systems include the NYU

Ultra, BBN Butterfly, and Intel iPSC.

In contrast, on SIMD systems, multiple processors are executing the same instruction at

the same time, but on different data sets. Commercial examples of SIMD systems are Thinking

Machines' Connection Machine and Adaptive Solutions' CNAPS neurocomputer.

SIMD and MIMD have been used for ANN emulations. They also are each feasible for

physical implementations of ANN models. MIMD has some added benefits for emulating neuro-

physiological ANN models. One problem with many SIMD systems is their need for global syn-

chronization, which is hard to provide for large implementations. Also, the MIMD model more

closely approximates the organization of the brain where multiple neurons are simultaneously

performing different functions on independent data streams.

5.1.2. Communication Type

A second categorization of architectures is into shared memory versus message passing.

In shared memory systems, processors communicate by reading from and writing to a common

store. In message passing systems, messages are constructed and sent by the communication sys-

tern to destination processors, where they are unpacked and their information extracted.
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5.1.2.1. Shared MemorySystems

With common memory shared between multiple processors, the potential exists for

memory access contention and race conditions when two or more processes access a single

memory location. One common way of reducing memory and bus contention is to use a memory

caching scheme. Caches can be designed to listen for memory writes by other processors that

invalidate their contents, and to either discard or replace the old data. To keep common memory

contents current, and support bus snooping hardware, writes to the cache need to write through to

main memory. Such designs require a single bus for memory references to facilitate cache

coherency, so they are limited by memory bus bandwidth in relation to cache size and locality of

program or data references.

An alternative to the use of caches to reduce the impact of bus and memory bandwidth

limits is used in the NYU Ultra [OOK83]. This design uses a combinatory switching network to

route memory references from the processors. The serialization principal was developed as part

of this project and states "the effect of simultaneous actions by the PE's [processing elements] is

as if the actions occurred in some (unspecified) serial order". If two references to the same

memory location are detected, they are combined according to type. If both are reads, they are

joined into a single read that has two back paths from the detecting switch node. If two writes

collide, one is discarded. Since it was a race as to which write would be last, the choice to dis-

card can be made randomly. If a read and a write to the same location are detected, the read

returns the value of the write and the write continues on through the routing system to the

memory destination. To further reduce memory bandwidth requirements, and to implement the

algorithms above, the switching network and memory are augmented by the capability to perform

afetch and add operator. This can be used as a form of test and set and allows many algorithms

to be executed in parallel which would otherwise require the serialization of critical sections.

Although this design significantly reduces memory contention and traffic, the perfonnanceof the
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system is ultimately limited by the bandwidth of the processor to memory switch. Increasing the

number of processors to support larger problems causes an increase in both switch delay and

complexity, since switch size is 0 (nlogn) for n processors, and system size is ultimately limited.

A third design option is the use of a hierarchy of memories. [WiM88] Here, each proces-

sor has its own local memory, as well as semi-local memories shared among a few processors.

Globaldata can reside in a commonstore. This architectureis actually a generalizationof the

two memory levels found in cache systems. While this approach reduces bus traffic, no hardware

provision is made to maintain data coherency. In this behavior, the cm* system is similar to mes-

sage passing architectures.

While all of these shared memory designs are effective for the system sizes and the

classes of problems for which they are intended, they do not support efficient implementations of

ANN models. In both mathematical and neurophysiological ANN models, the ratio of computa-

tion to communication is lower than in symbolic processing models. Also, the communication

includes a high degree of replication of results to multiple destination processors. If a shared

memory system is used, contention may occur between processors accessing common sections of

memory. In addition, shared memory systems do not scale well to the number of processors

required to implement ANN models. Seitz shows that the maximum effective number of proces-

sors in a shared memory system is less than 103 [Sei90]. His argument is that, while a saturated

bus can be replaced by a switching network, even for switching networks that are log2N, the

latencyof traversingthemconstrainstheireffectivemaximumsize.

5.1.2.2. MessagePassing Systems

Message passing models can be compared by their message granularity and routing

mechanism. In this context, granularity is a measure of the minimal message length and its asso-

ciated overhead. When message transmission is a major expense in a system, it restricts the
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degree to which a problem may be partitioned between separate processors. Systems with

minimaloverheadcan be used for finer-grainedjobs, such as extractingthe parallelismfrom a

compare loop or performing an FFf. ANN models also require fine-grained communications.

The spectrum of granularities within multiprocessor systems runs from the Intel iPSC-I,

which used an ethernet packet as its smallest message size, to the proposed MIT J-Machine,

which would execute messages analogously to instructions. The J-Machine model can effec-

tively support partitioning of programs with 5~ between memory references, while the iPSC-I

requires minimal tasks on the order of lOms [Dal90b].

The next sections focus on message passing architectures, demonstrating how the spec-

trum of ANN implementations can further be constrained by type and topology of interconnec-

tion.

5.1.3. Direct Versus Indirect Routing

Whether the system is shared memory or message passing, message routing is required.

The different approaches to routing messages can be partitioned into two general classes: direct

and indirect. With a direct network, connections are made between the processing nodes them-

selves. In an indirect connected system, the processing nodes are attached to a separate network

of switching nodes. Shared memory architectures are examples of indirect networks with the

simplest switching network being a shared bus. Message passing systems can be built with either

approach.

5.1.3.1. Indirectly Connected or Switching Networks

A wide variety of indirect connection, or switching, network, alternatives have been pro-

posed in the computer architecture literature. Most provide the equivalent of cross-bar or the

potential for a connection between every pair of source and destination nodes. Although a mes-

sage can be sent from each source node to each destination node, switching networks of n
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processorsare not usually implementedto supportn simultaneousconnectionssince it would

requirethe n2 cost of a true cross-barsystem. The maindrawbacksto the use of switchingnet-

works are the delay in traversing them and the added area required.

The general form of switching networks is N = kn processingnodes connectedby n

stages or layers of e-1 switching nodes of size k x k. The difference between alternative archi-

tectures is the definition of the switching nodes and the topology of the wires between them.

Stone provides a comparison of switching networks that have been shown to be computationally

equivalent [St08I]. In all of these architectures, any input can be connected to any output. The

communication delay is the time required to transit the n layers.

While it is possible to design a system where sources may broadcast to multiple destina-

tions. it is not possible for a single destination to receive inputs from multiple sources at one

time. For ANN implementations, the communication system must cycle multiple messages

through the switch for each network update. Either the switch is built as a separate physical

entity with wires run from the processing nodes, or it is superimposed upon the nodes themselves.

Both possibilities present design problems. As shown by Dally, the bisection cost for switching

networks connecting N processors is order N [Dal90b]. That is, for all switching network topolo-

gies, a vertical cut through the switch would sever N wires. The area of the layout is dependent

on the number of nodes and does not vary with the choice of either k or n.

Fat Trees are an interconnection topology in which the processors are wired as the leaves

of a complete binary tree [Lei85]. The internal nodes of the tree are routing processors. Avail-

able bandwidth between routing nodes increases toward the root and decreases towards the

leaves. In an optimal system, the bandwidth increases appropriately so no messages are lost or

delayed and the root is not a bottleneck.
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A Fat Tree is a synchronoussystemwith all messagesmovingone bit at a time up the

trunk until they reach the first common ancestor of the source and destination processors. The

time requiredfor messagetransmissionis equal to the numberof inner nodesencountered,plus

the length of the message multiplied by the delay for a single bit to move between two adjacent

processors. All messages are sent during the same period of time, so best case delay is equal to

worst case delay.

Fat Trees, as originally designed, are not good candidates for emulating ANNs. They

require equal numbers of routing nodes as processing nodes, have high wiring costs, and each

message is delayed as long as the worst case. An asynchronous Fat Tree is possible, but would

requireincreasedbandwidthor conflictresolutiontechniques. The idea of a tree as an indirect

routing system is presented later during the discussion of possible physical broadcast implemen-

tations.

Fahlman developed the Hashnet concept as part of the design of the NETL system

[Fah79,Fah80a]. Hashnet introduced the concept that, with a sufficient number of layers in the

interconnection network, it is not necessary for all possible paths to be physically present. Fahl-

man showedthe requirementsfor a millionnode systembased on a Hashnetto be a 960 x 960

switching network time-shared 1024 ways [Fah80b]. Time sharing of the switching network is

proposed as an alternative to increased area in interconnect and switching nodes. Although Hash-

net itself is not a good choice for an ANN emulator due to excessive transition delays and the cost

of connecting wires between the PNs and the switch, the idea of time-sharing a switching net-

work between inputs is one way to reduce cost-performance ratios.

5.1.3.2. Directly Connected Networks

Examples of directly connected networks include trees, hypercubes, cube-connected

cycles, grids, and tori. Each has a p-graph which describes its interconnect. This section briefly
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describes these architectures and lists their benefits and costs.

Trees provide 0 (N 1/2)delays for 0 (N) layout area [Maz87]. They are readily laid out

following the H-tree pattern shown in Figure 5.1 and originally developed by Horowitz and Zornt

[HoZ81]. Fault tolerance is a problem, since the loss of the central node splits the tree into two

disjoint subtrees. Also, H-trees are not efficient for VLSI implementations, since they have an

increasing percentage of unused space with increasing size.

One popular architecturefor commercialmessage passing systems is the hypercube.

Eachnode is connectedto logn destinationsas shownin Figure5.2. The primaryproblemwith

hypercubes is the larger number of connections required per node as system size increases. Also,

increasingly long wires are needed to layout larger systems, resulting in increased power con-

sumption and message transit times.

Figure 5.1 H-Tree Layout Pattern
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A variation of the hypercube is cube-connected cycles. Each vertex of a boolean hyper-

cube of size 2m is replaced by a ring of m vertices. The benefit of this design is the restriction of

each node to degree three. Its primary problem is that it requires 0 (N2 / log2 N) area for layout

[Maz87].

The final topology considered here is the mesh or torus. A mesh is a regular array of pro-

cessingnodes, each connectedto its nearestneighbors. Nodeson the edges are not fully con-

nected. That is, for a rectangular mesh, right edge nodes are not directly connected to left edge

nodes and top row nodes are not directly connected to bottom row nodes.

If opposite edges of a mesh are directly connected, a torus results. If only one pair of

opposing edges are connected, the resulting figure is a cylinder. To avoid the problem of long

Figure 5.2 Dimension Four Hypercube
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wires, the nonnal VLSI implementationof a torus is folded as in Figure 5.3. This folding

increases the internode wire length to twice the length used in a mesh, but results in all wires

being of the same length, rather than some wires spanning the width or height of the underlying

mesh.

Tori, meshes, and hypercubes are all members of the more general class of k-ary n-cubes,

as defined by Dally [Dal90a]. In this notation, k is the radix and indicates the number of nodes in

Figure 5.3 Folded Torus
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each dimensionwhile n is the dimensionof the system. A torus is a k-ary2-cubeand a hyper-

cube is a 2-ary n-cube. For n =1, the resulting topology is a ring of k nodes. A mesh is con-

sidered to be a disconnected torus in this viewpoint

Low dimensional k-ary n-cube networks can be wired with complexity 0 (N) compared

to the 0 (N2) required for multistage networks. It is possible to vary the choice of n and k to

minimize network latency since networks with large k have a greater internode bandwidth for a

fixedbisectionwidth and networkswith large n have a decreaseddiameteror numberof inter-

mediate nodes a message must be forwarded through.

5.1.4. Point-to-Point versus Broadcast Communications

When examined from the viewpoint of communication requirements, the primary charac-

teristic of ANNs is the high degree of their c-graphs. As shown in Chapter 3, it is necessary to

multiplex some p-graph edges to get an area-efficient implementation of a large c-graph. The

mapping of c-graph to p-graph is simplified when the degree of the p-graph is increased. By

using a broadcast architecture, it is possible to increase the /fIvinual fan-out/tR of each PN of a

p-graph of N nodes to N.

The architectures described earlier are all designed for a point-to-point (PTP) communi-

cation protocol. In PTP, each processor communicates with a single destination at a time. Mes-

sagesare createdwith sufficientinformationto allowthemto be routedto destinationnodesand

for destination nodes to be able to determine message sources. For computational models with a

limited degree of simultaneous communication, PTP is the appropriate model. However, for

ANN models, benefits accrue from using broadcast instead.

A major problem with ANN implementations is finding a p-graph with sufficient degree

to support effective mappings for a variety of c-graphs, but without the need to dedicate large

amounts of area to rarely used long connections. One solution is to use message broadcast to
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create large virtual fan-out. In this usage, virtual fan-out refers to connections which are not phy-

sically present in the p-graph, but which are made to appear present by the use of broadcast con-

nections. Broadcast provides flexibility of connections, reduces memory requirements, and shor-

tens message length.

In programming ANN systems, one problem is adding new connections when they are

needed. Most learning algorithms require the destination node, not the source node to add the

connection. When a fYfP communication technique is used, the transmitting node determines

which nodes receive each message. Broadcast, using come-from addressing, solves this problem

since any listening node can choose to either accept or ignore any message.

Come-from addressing allows each message packet to contain only identification of the

originating node. All messages are broadcast with no need for routing information. Nodes

receive a message packet and either accept it, if they need input from the source, or discard it

based on the source address in the packet.

When a PTP communication scheme is used, the sending node must maintain address

tables of PNs to which to send messages. The receiving node must also keep tables of sources, so

it can assign the appropriate weight to each connection. The use of broadcast replaces the need

for tables of destination PNs with a smaller list of destination broadcast regions, unless a node

exists in only one region and no table is needed. Broadcast does not, in general, change the

requirement for source tables. Thus, the use of broadcast can reduce the required address space in

the PNs by at least half. In addition, if the ANN model has a dense matrix, weights of zero can

be applied to all unused sources. Then a trade-off can be made between connection source

addresses in the destination nodes versus extra space for weights.

Similarly, message length can be reduced by broadcast. In fYfP systems, each message

must contain a destination address or routing information. Come-from addressing omits the des-
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tination address, since every message is sent to every node in a region and no routing is required.

ANN models still require the source address be sent for weight assignment. It is possible to have

the sequence of messages define their sources using a slotted broadcast protocol, where n broad-

cast intervals are allocated for n nodes and node i always broadcasts in interval, or slot, i. Slotted

protocolseliminateall need for addressesin messagepackets. In cases wheresource addresses

must be sent, it is possible to use shorter addresses, as long as each source within a broadcast

region is unique. With these variations, messages can be reduced to data plus source address in

most cases and to data alone in the rest.

The transmitting node need generate only one message. It is not necessary for multiple

distinct messages to be created. Sending a single message reduces the complexity of the

transmitting circuitry and reduces its area.

Unfortunately, broadcast is inefficient when a small percentage of the nodes in a region

are destinations for anyone message. In Chapter 7, required graph densities are given for the

effective use of broadcast. Using a collection of regions organized in an overlapping or hierarchi-

cal structure can reduce the problem for some ANN models.

Figure 5.4 shows an overlappingbroadcast structure. This feed-forwardnetworkhas

three layers where first layer nodes use region A to transmit to second layer nodes. Second layer

nodes receive their inputs in region A, but use region B to transmit their output to the third layer

nodes. If a single region were used for this system, it would have twice as many source and desti-

nation nodes as either A or B and the efficiency of the communication system would be halved.

Also, the delay due to serialization of messages would be doubled.

5.1.4.1. Augmented Broadcast Architectures

Figure 5.5 shows an example of a one dimensional broadcast hierarchy. This approach is

appropriate for systems where message traffic decreases with increasing distance from the source.
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Figure 5.4 Overlapping Broadcast Structure Implementing a Feed-Forward Network

For example, node A uses a level one connection to communicate with node B, but has to com-

pete with three nodes when it uses a level two connection to reach node C. Finally, eight nodes

compete for bandwidth on the level three connection which A must use to communicate with E.

By seldom using the higher levels, congestion is reduced. If every message from node A must

reach node E, no benefit is derived from having the hierarchy, from the perspective of node A.

I I I I I I I I level three
I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I

level twoI I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I

A A t: 6 6 A levelone

Figure5.5 One-DimensionalBroadcastHierarchy
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In summary, the use of broadcast provides a large effective fan-out and reduces message

length and PN memory requirements. ANN implementations can be more flexible, since the c-

graph is not directly implemented and connections can be added as necessary. The use of multi-

pIe overlapping regions can further reduce the memory requirements, since addresses can be

made shorter. In addition, overlapping or hierarchical regions provide for added parallelism in

communication and may reduce communication contention, but at the cost of increased system

complexity.

Two major potential problems exist with a broadcast architecture: the presence of long

paths and the high cost of crossing region boundaries. Many ANN models require some mes-

sages be sent to far nodes. If only broadcastis used, these messagesmust be sent to all nodes

within the smallest region containing both the source and the furthest destination. Sending mes-

sages destined for a few nodes to many nodes negates most advantages of broadcast and brings

back the scaling problem inherent in a bus architecture. That is, remote connections reduce the

effectiveness of broadcast and create a increased need for bandwidth, which is then poorly utiI-

ized.

Similarly, if a node outside the primary broadcast region must be reached, a broadcast is

required to all the nodes in the second region containing the additional node. Such a secondary

broadcast again increases required bandwidth and reduces the efficiency of usage of the broadcast

system.

Augmented broadcast is a modified broadcast system that addresses these two problems.

It has a PTP structure for the occasional long paths and overlapping regions or relayed messages

to blur region boundaries. When only a few messages must be transmitted to far nodes, it is more

efficient to reserve a limited portion of the communication bandwidth for them than to use global

broadcast The determination of what percentage of communication to reserve for broadcast
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versus PTP depends on the density of the c-graph.

One possible class of c-graphs has a unique destination set for each node such that when

mapped to a nearest neighbor planar p-graph, each CN connects to all PNs within some fixed

radius. If the only interconnect is a set of rectangular, non-overlapping broadcast regions, severe

problems may result. While no problem exists for those CNs mapped to PNs near the center of

the physical broadcast regions, CNs mapped to PNs near an edge of a region must broadcast into

the adjoining region(s) as well. Broadcasting into multiple regions causes decreased effective

utilization of available bandwidth. The overlapping broadcast regions of an augmented broadcast

architecture are intended to reduce this problem.

Another possible architectural variation is the use of relay nodes. Each relay node is con-

nected by a PIP system to distant sources and broadcasts into its destination region messages

received from its sources. This interconnection is similar to some brain models where axons

travel a long distance before branching out to connect with many neurons at their destinations.

5.1.4.2. Broadcast Implementation Possibilities

Broadcast may be implemented in two ways: virtual and physical. In a virtual broadcast

system, the physical communication system may be any PTP architecture. Here, the virtual

broadcastand PIP communicationof an augmentedsystemcan share the same basiccommuni-

cation structure. Messages are sent by the originating node and forwarded to all nodes within

some region. One possibleway to implementsuch a model wouldbe with a forward count in

each message that is decremented every time the message is forwarded until it reaches zero. Such

an architecture would require a routing algorithm, for example messages received horizontally

are forwarded in the opposite horizontal direction and messages received vertically are forwarded

in all non-receipt directions, to avoid the problem of duplicate messages being received by a

node. One example of virtual broadcast is the SIMD system to be described in Chapter 6, which
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is based on a torus.

The primary advantage of virtual broadcast is it retains the simplicity of the underlying

architecture while gaining the benefits of broadcast. Virtual broadcast is potentially more flexible

than physical broadcast since it is not restricted to fixed regions. With appropriate routing algo-

rithms, it is possible to have a different region for each node, removing the need for overlapping

physical regions and directly supporting nearest neighbor algorithms. The comparative perfor-

mance of virtual to physical broadcast is determined by the size of the regions and the amount of

contention, as shown in Chapters 6 and 7. In addition to the absolute delay magnitudes intro-

duced by contention, delay reproducibility may be a problem.

A physical broadcast system has a dedicated physical interconnection structure which

implements the communication architecture. A variety of possible structures are available, rang-

ing from buses to rings, trees, and stars. For small regions with relatively few nodes, a bus pro-

vides the simplest interconnect. With the use of a slotted algorithm for sharing a bus, no address

information need be transmitted since the slot index indicates the transmitting node. In VLSI

implementations, the energy to drive a wire and the speed with which it can be driven are deter-

mined by its capacitance, limiting potential bus size. These problems can be solved in some

architectures by using either a hierarchical or pipelined bus design.

When repeaters are added to a bus, it is effectively changed to a ring with each node driv-

ing the wire between itself and the next node. It can be debated whether the virtual broadcast

architecturein Chapter 6 is a series of physical broadcastrings or a torus supportingvirtual

broadcast. In either case, this approach has each node in a ring forwarding a value to its succes-

sor node each step with all nodes completely updated every n steps, for a ring of length n. Such a

ring architecture also supports a slotted protocol where each message is uniquely labeled by its

slot and address requirements are eliminated from each message packet. It will require max(m,n)
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Concentration Tree

Distribution Tree

Figure 5.6 Broadcast Tree

steps for all messages to reach all nodes where m is the number of messages and n is the number

of nodes.

Anothertopologyis a star networkwhereeach node in turn transmitsits new state to a

central hub, which then updates all the destination nodes. This model is adapted from the origi-

nal Aloha network, which was the first slotted broadcast architecture. One way of wiring such a

star is using a tree as shown in Figure 5.6. Some characteristics of a possible tree architecture are

described by Rudnick [RuH88]. This approach also has the benefit of readily supporting inputs

external to the region.
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5.2. EffectiveP-Graph Architectures for Supporting Large ANNs

In the preceding sections of this chapter a number of different p-graph architectures have

beendescribed. This sectionsummarizesthe earlier findingsandsuggestsa small set of architec-

tures which are effective for supporting large ANN systems. These suggested architectures will

be compared in Chapters 6 and 7 to show how they fair in supporting potential message loads.

A few generalizations can be made about which p-graph architectures are effective candi-

dates for large-scale silicon ANN implementations. Because of the problem of propagating

clocks across a large area, it is likely for synchronized regions to be limited in size. Message-

passing architectures are better able than shared-memory architectures to scale in size to support

systems of 103 to 106 independent processors. Direct networks, where the connections are

between the PNs themselves are preferable to indirect networks where there is a separate switch-

ing network providing the connectivity. The only feasible use of an indirect network is directly

overlaid on top of a grid of processors. Not using an overlaid approach allows for denser PNs,

but at the cost of increased communication delays from the length of the connections to the

switch.

The range of implementation possibilities is reduced to k-ary n-cubes and broadcast, both

virtual and physical. Before considering implementations based on these remaining options, it is

necessary to characterize them by cost and performance.

The measure used here for performance of an interconnection network is the number of

messages that can be communicated in a fixed time period. The number of messages which can

be sent is a function of how many can be sent in parallel, or the bandwidth of the system, and the

time requiredfor a single messageto reachits destination. The delay,or transmissiontime, can

be further broken down into wire transit time and internode relay time. The wire transit time is

dependent on the length of the wires, while the internode relay time is related to node size, com-
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plexity, and routing mechanism. Distance traveled is used here because it is a good approxima-

tion of the delay time. Another contributing factor affecting performance is the degree of conten-

tion in the system caused by multiple messages competing for a single communication resource.

The cost of a given architecture is a function of the physical area required for wires and

nodes plus any redundancy needed to circumvent faults. Another factor is the degree of regular-

ity of the design. More regular designs are easier to layout, have fewer flaws from the design

process, and are easier to test.

5.2.1. Performance Characteristics

Dally [Dal90a] shows the time required to transit a message is t =D + L / W where D is

the average diameter of the p-graph, L is the message length in bits, and W is the channel width in

bits. Given this formula, the lowest latency occurs when D = L / W. For a system of 106 nodes,

he shows the optimal design is a 16-ary5-cube.

In Dally's arguments, graph diameter is a good measure of the distance a message must

travel, because all wires are held to be equal in length. This result does not hold when the entire

system is mapped to two-dimensional silicon with limited numbers of layers. Higher-

dimensional systems suffer the added cost of longer wires. Given the short message length of

ANNmodels, it is not a good design decisionto dedicatea long communicationstructureto a

single message at a time.

For a square mesh, the average message distance is 2/3 (N 1/2- N-1I2)[Sei90]. For a

torus, the average distance is 2 N 112links, but since a link is twice the length of a mesh link it is

actually 4 N 1/2. For a broadcast tree, all distances are the same and for a square layout of N =22k

in size are 2k - 1to the central node and 2k - 1 back for a total distance of 4k - 2, which is equal

to {ji - 2. The firsttwo designscan be laid out in area equal to N processingnodes. The third

requires additional space for the inner switching nodes, but as shown in [RuH88] the additional
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space needed is less than 15%.

5.2.2. Comparison with Dally

Dally firstproposedthe ideaof usinga fixedcrosssectionfor comparingperformanceof

different interconnection architectures in his dissertation [DaI86]. Since then he has published a

number of following papers where he has expanded upon the concept of k-ary n-cube networks as

optimal solutions for many communication problems [Dal90a.DaI90b]. Since publication of

these results,most researchin the areahas used them as a startingposition. Someof the results

in this paper disagree with some of his conclusions. Since his work is so well respected, this sec-

tion was added to explain where the two models differ and why the results are different.

The standard message in Dally's work is taken to be a multiple-byte object that is split

into a number of individual packets named flits. In ANN models, a message consists of a source

address, a destination address, and a numeric value. In many models, the source and destination

address may be reduced to a single value that is a routing address from source to destination and

uniquely identifies the source. With messages reduced to the size of a single packet or flit, the

problem of deadlock disappears, no resolution algorithm is required. and there is no need for the

virtual channel concept Dally uses to support wormhole routing. Another advantage of having

no possibilityfor deadlockis messagescan be supportedon a mesh insteadof requiringa torus

with single direction messages. Another advantage of the short message length in ANN models

is store and forward becomes a viable alternative, since the required memory for message storage

in a nodeis significantlylessand it is feasibleto supporta largerbuffersize.

Another difference between the two models is while Dally also uses a probabilistic model

for communication,the actualpatternof messagetransmissionis dependentupon the computa-

tional algorithm being used and the timing differences between the processors. In an ANN sys-

tern, the message flow is more predictable since it is a part of the definition of a network, both in
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routing and firing frequency. Because of the robustness of ANN models, if a problem exists with

excessive messages, it is possible to not deliver some percentage without significantly degrading

the system performance. Different researchers have shown varying levels of continued function-

ing in the presence of flaws, but deleting 1% to 5% of the connections in a network has been

shown to be supportable.

The sizes of the networks used in the models are comparable. While Dally has not

created any systems with 106 nodes, his calculations include such networks sizes. In the actual

systemshe is designing,the numberof nodes is closer to 103. The ANNsystemsunder con-

side ration in this paper start with networks of this size and scale on up to 106 or greater.

One major difference is that the model used here is of a planar silicon implementation

while Dally is using a hierarchical approach with chips, boards and systems. His results thus are

supported by the assumption of nearly equal length wires in a k-ary n-cube. On a planar layout,

this assumption is not true since some lines are orders of magnitude longer than others. The pres-

ence of long wires causes systems with larger n to have a slower performance since the long runs

require more time for messagetransit. The work here agrees with Dally on the value of low

dimensionality networks and the idea of using bisection width as the measure of cost rather than

wire fan-out count.

In a typical computer system, a delay in a message transmission only delays the computa-

tion at the destination end. In an ANN model, it may cause the network to behave differently if

the delay variation is of the temporal type as defined in Chapter 3. Finally, with the typical firing

pattern of ANNs, the messages come in waves that tend to saturate the network, which then set-

tles down into a quiescent mode. The time required for all messages in a set to be delivered

defines the scaling factor between computational time and communication time. In more conven-

tional computer systems, messages are typically independent objects and the latency for a single
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one to transit the systemis the criticalmeasure. Pipeliningapproachesare thus useful for ANN

models and useless for conventional ones.

The previous paragraph illustrates one difference between ANN and the more classical

communication models of Dally. In the classical model, there is a simulated clock with messages

containing some time-stamp. In ANN models, as described here, time is its own representation.

The messages are sent in real-time and there is no attempt to provide an external synchronizing

function.

In conclusion, the models here are more supportive of store and forward, do not deal well

with high-dimensional graphs, require a flushing of the messages in a burst, and allow some mes-

sages to be lost in times of high network saturation.



CHAPTER 6

Communication Cost-Performance Tradeoffs

To select between alternate interconnection architectures, knowledge of their cost-

perfonnance behavior under typical ANN message loads is needed. For VLSI silicon, cost is a

function of design complexity and area required, because larger devices are more difficult to

manufacture and have a higher probability of containing significant flaws. Perfonnance is meas-

ured here by the time required for message delivery. An optimal system design is one where the

cost and perfonnance of the communication subsystem matches that of the computational subsys-

tern. Otherwise, either the communication subsystem could be implemented less expensively or

it constrains the system speed.

Since the work of Mead et alia [MeR79] and Thompson [Th079], VLSI architectures and

algorithms have been compared on the basis of the area versus the time required. This research

follows the example of Mead and uses Area x Time as the final comparator. The other alternative

used in the literature places a higher value on time by using Area x Time2 as in Thompson and

Seitz [Sei90]. This presentation also follows the example of Mead in using the terminology of

cost-performance rather than the equivalent area-time notation of Seitz.

In this chapter, an abstract model of message sources and destinations is defined, fol-

lowed by a statement of the assumptions used in the analyses. In comparing interconnection

architectures, only two of the four possible communication scenarios need to be considered:

messages originating outside the region for internal destinations, and messages that originate and

tenninate within the region. Messages originating within the region with external destinations

are equivalentto messagesof external origin with internal destinations. Since this work focuses

77
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on messageloadswithina regionand in generalit is not possibleto predictloadsdue to routing

externally sourced and destined messages, the fourth possibility is ignored. Under each message

model, the cost and perfonnance of supporting a unifonnly distributed message load is calculated

for physical broadcast on dedicated broadcast structures and virtual broadcast and PTP on mesh

and torus.

The final section of this chapter summarizes the results and describes their significance.

It also shows when each alternative architecture would be preferred.

6.1. Communication Model Definition

The model p-graph used in this chapter is a square grid of processing nodes with a com-

munication subsystem superimposed upon it. A square grid is used because it is the simplest

design for regular tiling of a plane. The only regular figures that support a tiling of the plane are

triangles, rectangles, and hexagons. The complex shapes of other possibilities for tiling, coupled

with a lack of significant benefits, removes them from consideration. Increasing perimeter length

increases the opportunity for routing of interconnect. Perimeter length to area is maximal for a

triangle and minimal for a hexagon; for regular examples of these figures the ratios are: triangle,

4.5 to 1; square, 4 to I; and hexagon, 3.7 to l. The number of adjacent neighbors of a node deter-

mines the number of minimal cost connections. All non-adjacent connections must cross at least

one intervening node. Given these considerations, a square shaped PN provides an intennediate

level of functionality on all counts, supports simpler cost and performance calculations, and is

easier to layout and fabricate.

External inputs can be from a variety of sources. Some, such as light for the Silicon

Retina [Mea86],come from a third dimensionand do not require any interconnectionsupport

within a module. At the other end of the continuum are inputs, as shown in Figure 6.1, routed to

their destinations via the intercOImect capabilities of the implementation process itself, or in
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VLSI, the multiple layers of poly and metal. Intennediate between these two possibilities are

systems where some inputs are to the periphery of the module while others are conveyed exter-

nally to internal locations. An example of such an interconnection is a chip with both internal

and peripheral contact points. The most conservative design constraint is to assume all external

messages enter across a single edge of the module. Running external wires to central pads is

equivalentto increasingthe numberof layersin the technologyand does not significantlyaffect

the calculations, since message load can increase geometrically with model size and the number

of layers is constant. Allowingthreedimensionsfor interconnectionis a possiblegeneralization,

but it does not significantly change the final conclusions since cross section in three dimensions

increases as N2I3 while message possibilities increase as N2 [Sei90].

Figure 6.1 illustrates the node layout and communication model used to detennine boun-

dary communication requirements. This figure has twelve possible sources and sixteen potential

destinations for a given message. Four points are shown where messages may cross the boun-

dary. This representation accurately replicates the case of two communicating submodules

within a VLSI system. In addition, it is an effective abstraction of the more general instance of

inputs coming from a variety of sources at different distances or delay rates and crossing an inter-

face boundary into a stand-alone module.

In the following arguments, S represents the number of sources, D the number of destina-

tions, Mj for I ~ i ~ S the number of messages generated by each source during a single commun-

ication interval, and Q the number of queues or interface crossing points. If each source is send-

ing a message to each destination, Vi Mj =D, the total number of messages is DS, and the aver-

age number passing through each queue DS /Q.

The maximal value of D is the number of nodes in the module, or N. For a square

module, the length of each side is -{N nodes. Each processing node has area A, so the total area
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Figure 6.1 External Inputs Entering a System.

of the module is AN and each side is -VAN. B represents the bandwidth of the interconnect. For a

value of B = I, a single message transits a wire of length i4 in time T. When both communica-

tion and computation time are used together, Tm is message time and Ta is algorithmic computa-

tional time, otherwise T refers to communication time. A wire of bandwidth B =I is defined to

have a physical width of W. The units of W and A depend on the implementation technology.

Since the computational capability and layout of a processing module are not of concern

here, all modules are assumed to be of some unknown, identical design. All messages from one

module to another are defined to originate in the center of the first and to terminate in the center

of the second. Thus, Tm is the time required for two adjacent nodes to transmit a single message.

Each source node generates all messages resulting from a particular computation in a sin-

gle burst, Le., all Mi messages from node i are created during the same time interval and queue up

if the communication channels are unable to absorb them immediately. The pattern of when a

particular node i fires and where messages are sent is determined by the ANN model imple-

mented. There are no ordering constraints on messages. The only possible interaction between
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two messages is competition for routing and only then if they share some subpath between source

and destination.

Messages are assumed to be of unit length. Allowing for bit serial transmissions only

marginally changes the relative performance of the architectures, based on message length and

addressrequirements.Dallyhas shownthat serialmessagesmay be routedusing the e-cube,or

dimensional order, method without deadlock [Dal90b]. For these reasons, the use of unit length

messages, while greatly simplifying the arguments, does not introduce significant error into the

analysis. A more precise definition of bandwidth and time is thus: a single message of length L

transits a communication path of bandwidth B in time Tm. Such a path has length ..fAand width

W. Note that under this model a message of length kL would take time kTm'

Another simplifying assumption made in the calculations of message transit time and

area required is that all wires run either north, south, east, or west with no angles other than 90

degrees. The cost of this simplification is a potential increase in wire lengths by a maximum fac-

tor of -fl.

6.2. Interface Communication Requirements

Communication bottlenecks may occur at two locations in a system. One is at interfaces

with the external world or between modules. The other is on internal communication paths. For

layered networks,these two locationsare equivalentto constraintsupon inter-layerand intra-

layercommunicationpotentials.

In this section, the requirements to support inter-layer or external world communication

are determined. If a layer, or other set of processing nodes, is to perform a useful computation, it

is necessary to have inputs and outputs. These may be system inputs and outputs, Le., those from

the external world, or they may be messages between subparts of the system. For a single module,

as considered here, these two classes of message sources are equivalent.
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While initially only the bandwidth at the interface and the required length of a single side

of the module are of concern, it is necessary that the internal distribution mechanism be able to

absorb messages as rapidly as they cross the interface. If not, messages must be stored at the

interface or delays propagated back to the sources. Potential message-storage capacity needs to

be infinite to indefinitely support a faster rate of message generation than internal distribution.

Thus, the maximum interface bandwidth is equal to the maximal rate at which messages are dis-

tributed to their ultimate destinations within the module.

If the rates at which messages are created and consumed are both deterministic, it is pos-

sible to create a system with constant queue length and no excess system capacity [Kle76]. In

such a system, the rate of messageconsumptionis equal to the rate of messagegeneration. In

theory, it is possible to arbitrarily increase the number of queues, or their bandwidth, to raise the

message absorption rate of the communication system to whatever is needed. The primary con-

straint limiting such growth is the cost, or module side length, required for a given queue capacity

at the interface and the area required internally for the communication interconnect to distribute

messages as they are received. The other ultimate limit on the message consumption rate is the

rate at which PNs can remove messages from the communication system.

An alternative way to solve the problem of excessive messages is to slow down the rate

at which new messages are generated to match the consumption rate. Such a slowing may be

done by defining the time used for computation, To, as a multiple of the communication time, Tm'

Such an approach reduces system throughputinstead of increasing system cost. These two

options,slowingthe computationto reducemessagegenerationratesand increasingsystemcost

to obtain greater bandwidth and message consumption rates, are the parameters of system optimi-

zation. For this reason, systems can be compared by the area required for communications times

the time needed to deliver messages.
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Unfortunately,not all implementationsaredetenninisticin messagecreationor consump-

tion. Congestion can cause distribution delays of arbitrary length. Various ANN models have

different,often probabilistic,rates of messagecreation. In addition,the spatialpatternof mes-

sage generation, Le., which nodes fire during a given time interval, can temporarily overload

some queues while leaving others idle. Given these behaviors, it is necessary to design in excess

capacity to avoid the possibility of arbitrarily long message queues. Systems with more flexible

communication structures, such as broadcast architectures, do not require as much excess capa-

city as systems based on dedicated communication links. The following arguments assume a

detenninistic world for the sake of simplicity.

6.3. Interface Bandwidths

This section considers the potential bandwidth or message consumption rate of the entire

module as constrained by the internal bandwidth and interconnection architecture.

As considered in Chapter 3, the system with highest message throughput is a direct con-

nect implementation with each destination and source physically connected, requiring SD wires.

If the computation model limits a source node i to sending messages only to a subset of the possi-

s
ble destinations, the number of wires is L Mi or SM, where M is the average message fan-out of

i=l

the source nodes. The space required for wires defines the minimum perimeter possible for the

system. The total perimeter is SDW /z where z is the number of layers provided by the technol-

ogy. Due to the excessive cost of direct connect as an implementation architecture, as shown in

Chapter 3, it is not considered further.

The system with the minimal interface area requirements is a broadcast architecture capa-

ble of absorbingone messageper cycle. Sucha system requiresonly a single queue from the

external world. To supply messages to this queue requires either a concentration tree, as shown

in Figure 5.6, or some equivalent mechanism. Since the wires to route messagesto the interface
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are external to the module under consideration, their cost is included in the module where the

messages are generated and is therefore ignored here.

With a physical broadcast system, each message is sent to all destinations, so the total

number of messages is reduced to S. The result is a serialization of messages and T~ =ST~. If

the number of messages that could be delivered in a single time step were increased to bandwidth

B8, then the length of a computational cycle would decrease so T~ =ST~/B8. Note the presence

of the superscript B, for broadcast, is used to differentiate variables when comparing results with

other architectures, such as mesh, with superscript M.

An architecture intermediate between direct connect and physical broadcast for both per-

formance and cost is a mesh. In a mesh architecture, each node is connected to the four adjacent

nodes (North, South, East, and West). Messages enter the system through the nodes closest to the

system boundary and are routed to their destinations through intermediate nodes as required.

Mesh provides a higher total bandwidth at the interface than broadcast because QM={ii com-

pared to Q8 =I. This increasein bandwidthis offsetby the possibilityof messagecongestion

within the system, as covered later. Mesh does not replicate messages as does broadcast, so it is

-M
- M SMTm M

necessary to transfer SM messages per computational cycle and Ta = M u, where B is the
B Q

bandwidth per node at the interface for mesh. Comparing T~ to T'1 and deleting common factors

T8 TMM
gives a performance ratio of m8 for broadcast to m{N for mesh which reduces toB BM N

T8 M {N
~x B8 X N. Given comparable bandwidths and system timings, i.e. B8::::BM and

Tm B M

T~ ::::T~, if M > {ii, mesh performs worse than broadcast. Otherwise, it performs better by the

ratio of {iiI M. This result indicates that for systems where the fan-out per message is less than

the square root of the number of potential destinations, mesh is the preferred implementation for

performance. Torus is not considered separately here becauseit has equivalentmessage
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absorption rates at the system boundary. It will be covered later when describing message distri-

bution with the module and message consumption.

The primary benefit of a broadcast architecture is the reduction in the messages generated

each computational cycle. Each source sends a single message, no matter how many destinations

it is intended for. A tantalizing dream is to combine a reduction in message count with the sim-

plicity of a mesh type nearest-neighbor architecture, hoping for optimal cost performance to

result. For this reason, and as a model which can be compared to both mesh and physical broad-

cast, virtual broadcast is considered as an alternative communication architecture.

Virtual broadcast is defined as a communication architecture rather than an interconnec-

tion architecture because it is a message routing technique, not a p-graph wiring technique. Vir-

tual broadcast may be implemented on any p-graph. In this chapter, it is described on both mesh

and torus. For a PTP communication architecture, each node sends out a specific message to each

destination and this message is routed by intermediate nodes according to some protocol. In con-

trast, for a virtual broadcast system, each node sends out a single generic message which is for-

warded by each node it encounters up to some limit, again defined by the routing protocol.

In virtual broadcast, each message is propagated through the entire destination network,

visitingeach nodeat leastonce. Thepreferredroutingarchitectureminimizesduplicatecopiesof

messages. Interestingly, such a network performs at essentially the same speed as the physical

broadcast tree, Le., the added value of the additional parallel paths is not realized. To prove this

assertion, consider the two modules pictured in Figure 6.2. The physical architecture is a series

of loops,one for each columnin the layout. As explainedearlier,such a topologyis actuallya

cylinder with inputs into one of the unconnected ends. A cylinder is used because it provides the

same approximate level of throughput as PTP on a mesh, but with reduced congestion. The phy-

sical broadcast system accepts a single message every cycle and retransmits it to all destinations.
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The virtualbroadcastsystemaccepts1N, in this case four,messagesat a time.Sincethesemes-

sages must be propagated to all the nodes in the first column, it takes four cycles for the leftmost

loop to update all nodes. Then each node in each column shifts its current value to the next

column to the right and the leftmost column accepts a new set of messages. Thus virtual broad-

cast accepts 1Nmessages every 1Ncommunication cycles and physical broadcast accepts a sin-

gle message each cycle. At the end of S cycles, for S divisible by W, each has potentially

transmitted a message from each source to all destinations. The differences between the two

implementations is cost of interconnection, complexity of design, and propagation time.

In summary, the nature of the internal interconnection architecture determines the maxi-

mal rate at which messages are accepted by the system at the interface. Direct implementation

with a wire for every message provides maximal bandwidth at the interface, but requires maximal

area. In comparing PTP on a mesh and broadcast, if both have the same internal bandwidth and

system clocks, their performance has the ratio of W/M, where N is the total number of nodes in

Virtual Broadcast Physical Broadcast

Figure 6.2 Comparison of Virtual and Physical Broadcast
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the region and M is the average number of destinations per message.

6.3.1. Internal Support for Interface Requirements

The previous section compared system bandwidths for fixed internal interconnect

bandwidths. In this section, the internal distribution of message loads is shown. The architec-

tures considered are the same with the addition of a one-dimensionally connected mesh or

cylinder. All argumentsassumemessagesare presentedto one side of a squaregrid of N nodes

continuously. The destinations for these messages are randomly distributedthroughout the

region with equal probabilities.

With the elimination of direct connect as an alternative, the easiest architecture to charac-

terize is physical broadcast. In Chapter 5, several different implementation possibilities were dis-

cussed. The model used in this chapter is a concentration tree feeding to a single point and back

via a distribution tree as shown in Figure 5.6. Long branches in the tree are broken into multiple

pipeline stages of length..fA. Such a tree can be considered as a pipeline which accepts 2i inputs

every i cycles and generates output to 2j nodes, one set of outputs occurring each cycle after the

pipeline has been filled. An alternative view is that it accepts an input from each of the system

sources every i cycles, and delivers it to all destinations i + p cycles later. where p is the time

required to transit the pipeline.

Mesh, both with individual message routing and with virtual broadcast, has the problems

of message congestion and route contention. The routing algorithm used is to complete all

required row traversals, then make any necessary column traversals. To calculate the effect of

message congestion on required area, the following paragraphs calculate the required width of

each internal communication path to support a continuous input of m messages into each row

every time interval. These calculations assume all messages are uniformly distributed among the

possible destinations.
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With m messages entering each row of a mesh-based system via the n nodes on one edge,

the number that cross each horizontalwire withina rowis a monotonicallydecreasingfunction

from a maximum of m entering the source side to mq (n) at the opposite side of the system. Here

n

q (i), for 1~ i ~ n, is a function such that Lq (i) =1 and q (i) represents the probability that a
;=1

given message will have a destination in column i. Specifically, for the unifonn distributions

assumedhere, the horizontalbandwidthintoeach nodeof columni is m(n-i+l)/n sincem mes-

sages enter the leftmost node of each row and lIn are consumed in each column. The total hor-

izontal bandwidth for each row is then m(n+l)/2.

Vertical capacity is more complex because of the possibility of congestion due to the

interactions of messages entering a column from different rows. If a message is waiting to enter

the vertical system from a horizontal path and the next available slot is taken by a message com-

ing from the vertical path, the new message must wait. In turn, the following horizontal message

is delayed and horizontal throughput decreased.

Two alternatives are considered here for the vertical architecture. One has independent

paths in both directions, the other is a loop, or torus, with all messages traveling in a single direc-

tion. The two architectures are separately analyzed.

A layout of a series of adjacent loops is more predictable in its behavior, so it is the first

one to be discussed. As defined in Chapter Five, an interconnect structure is not properly a torus

unless it is looped in both x and y directions as shown in Figure 5.3. Consider a single column of

n nodes with each node capable of accepting messages from the left, or input side, and from its

predecessor in the loop each cycle. Each node is also defined to be able to forward messages to

the right, or output side, as well as to its loop successor during the same cycle. A message enters

a node on one cycle and exits it on the next, if an open path exists in the desired direction. Other-

wise the message is stored until the route is available. Since a finite amount of storage is
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available, a new message only enters a node after another message has exited.

To build a system that continues to accept messages every cycle without requiring

infinite storage capacity, requires all messages to be routed to their destinations without any delay

from congestion. This requires that all nodes have bandwidth nm since nm messages enter the

system in each cycle, and it is possible for all messages to be intended for a single destination.

Fortunately, ANN models can be considered to have a uniform distribution of messages across all

the nodeswithin a givenregion. Thus, the averagenumberof messagesconsumedper cycle per

PN is mIn.

For a series of loops, the vertical bandwidth between nodes must be m(n-l)/2n, to avoid

congestion, with m messages entering the system on each row each time interval. Given n nodes

per loop, the total vertical bandwidth is m (n-1 )/2. Appendix A has the derivation of these for-

mulas as Results 6.1-a and 6.1-b.

One generalization is that a message is destined for a node in column i with probability

q (i). Under such a distribution, all nodes within a column would be equally probable destina-

tions, but nodes in different columns would have varying likelihoods of being destinations. Such

a distribution matches the olfactory piriform cortex model described in Chapter Four where the

probability of a connection with a LOT neuron decreases with the anterior location of the piri-

form neuron.

The next PTP interconnection architecture is a true mesh with separate paths in each vert-

kal direction. With a mesh, there are no direct connections between nodes at the top and bottom

of the system. Again, the expected horizontal bandwidth declines with the distance from the

source edge. Unlike the case for a cylinder, a uniform distribution of destinations within columns

leads to a non-uniform pattern of required vertical bandwidths.
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Given m/n messages moving into each column from each row, the required communica-

tion width ranges from a maximum of m in the center to a minimum of 2m (n-l)/n2 at the top

and bottom of the column. The actual function is 2jm(n-j)/n2, I ~j ~n, where j is the index of

the edge from either the top or bottom of the column. Results 6.2-a and 6.2-b in Appendix A

show the derivations of these fonnulas. Given n -1 edges in each column, the total vertical com-

munication bandwidth is m (n -1 )(n + 1)/3n.

In summary, for PTP on a mesh interconnection with m messages entering each row at

one edge, the horizontal message load per edge is m in the worst case. The load per edge with a

unifonn distribution of message destinations declines from m across the first edge to m/n across

the final one. The vertical message load differs depending on architecture. For both mesh and

cylinder, the worst case is m (n -I) messages per edge and occurs only with a single destination

for all messages entering the system. The expected number of messages crossing each edge is

unifonn for the loop case and is equal to m (n -I )/2 for a message inteIjection rate of m per row

every time period. For a mesh architecture, the load is uneven and ranges from 2m (n -1)/ n2

across the top and bottom edges to m in the centerfollowing the function 2mj (n-j)/n2 where j is

a row index. These message load fonnulas are used in the next section to calculate the area and

time requirements for each architecture.

6.3.2. Edge Based Cost-Performance Trade Offs

Two alternativesexist for balancingmessagecreationand consumptionrates. One is to

increase the communication bandwidth until messages are consumed at the same rate as they are

created. The other option is to slow the message creation rate and reduce the required bandwidth.

In this section, fonnulas are given that express the relationship between bandwidth cost and per-

fonnance for each of the alternative architectures. As before, all messages originate externally

and enter the module through a single side.
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These calculationsassumeS distinctmessagesourceswith M messagesper source. To

allow direct comparisons between the architectures, the N =n2 destination PNs are laid out in an

array of 2kx 2k. For all models,B representsthe bandwidthor numberof messagesthat crossa

p-graph edge each time interval.

For a physical broadcast system, implemented as shown in Figure 5.6, with B messages

entering a single channel from the external world each time cycle, the minimal time required to

distribute S input messages is (SIB + 3n/2)Tm where Tm is the time for a message to travel a dis-

tance of i4. This formula results from considering the message distribution tree as a pipeline of

3n 12 wires of length i4. Such a pipelinehas n12edges, of length i4, from the edge of the

module to the central root of the tree and n such edges in each path to the leaf PNs.

Building such a physical broadcast system would require (3n2-2n)BWi4 area for wires.

A single wire of length ni4 runs from the edge to the root and the tree contains 3(n2-n) wires of

length i4 for a total wire length of (3(n2 - n)+ n)i4 = (3n2 - 2n)i4. TosupportB messages

per cycle, each wire is BW wide.

A virtual broadcast system consisting of a n x n cylinder, unconnected at the left and

right sides, with the capability of accepting B messages at each leftmost edge node each time

cycle, can distribute S messages in time (2S + 3n)Tm. It takes S InB steps for S messages to enter
B

n nodes, B at a time. Each such step takes time 2n as explained earlier. Once the final messages

enter the first column, it takes an additional 3n steps for them to fully propagate throughout the

S h . . . al n(3n -1)BWi4 Thisystem. uc a commurucatIonsystem reqUIresan area equ to . s area2

calculation follows from the earlier analysis of a PTP loop system where total vertical bandwidth

is Bn(n -1)/2 and total horizontal bandwidth is Bn(n + 1)/2, in these formulas B has replaced m

as the number of messages entering each row each time interval. Vertical wires are of length

2i4 and horizontal wires are of length i4, Adding the bandwidth values, multiplied by wire
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widths and lengths, yields the stated result.

A PTP systembuilt on a cylindercan processSM messagesin time [v:::+ 3;J Tm'

where B is the bandwidth, or nwnber of messages per cycle, into each edge node. This is the

expected time given a uniform distribution of sources and destinations. Message delivery time

has two components. First is the SM required for all messages to cross the left-hand boundarynB

into the system. Vertical edges are of length 2i4 so the time is doubled. Added to this is the

averagetime of 3n/2 for the finalmessageto reachits destination.Thewirecost for such a mesh

n(3n - I)BWi4.. .
systemwouldbe "" ' Identicalto the Virtualbroadcastsystem.

Since time steps in a mesh are 1/2 of those of a connected mesh, a simple mesh can pro-

cess SM messages in time [ ~+jTm" Tbe results in the previoussection on bandwidths

d
. .

f (n + 1)(5n - 2)BWi4 A .
thi

.
ti Ipre Ict a system wire cost 0 . gam, s wire cost ormu a represents

6

the addition of the total bandwidth times the width and length of a single wire.

Table 6.1 summarizes these results. The performance column shows how long it takes to

transfer one full set of messages, M, from each of S sources to their destinations in terms of time

Tm. The second column is the cost for wire area in terms of the bandwidth B, wire width W, and

wire length i4. Finally, the right column is the product of the continuous communication por-

tion of the performance times the cost. In this last column, the common factors i4, W, S, and Tm

have all been omitted to show more clearly how the alternatives compare.

The continuous communication time used in the calculation of the cost x performance

column is the time for all messages to enter the region. This is the first term in the performance

formulas. The variable portion of the time is how long it takes for the last set of messages to
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Table 6.1 Perfonnance and Cost for Edge Based Message Loads

propagate to their final destinations. For a system in steady state, as soon as one set of messages

have entered the system, the next set are sent in a pipelined manner. For this reason, the variable

time is not a factor in ongoing perfonnance.

Table 6.1 shows a true mesh as costing 5 / 9 as much as a cylinder. As stated in the

derivation section, a mesh requires a non-unifonn layout with more bandwidth in the center of

columns. All alternatives scale O(n2) for cost. With n2 nodes in the destination region, com-

munication costs increase at the same rate as destination nodes given a fixed number of external

sources. Virtual broadcast is slower than physical broadcast by a factor of 2 and its cost is one

half as much, duplicating the earlier intuitive demonstration of cost-perfonnance equivalence

between virtual and physical broadcast

The variable portion of the system update time is within a factor of three for all architec-

tures. The continuous tenn is better for physical broadcast by the ratio of M / n. If the average

number of connections per source node is less than the square root of the number of potential des-

tinations, a PTP message-routing system is better than a broadcast one. Otherwise, broadcast

Architecture Perfonnance (xTm) Cost (xBWi4) Cost x Perfonnance(xWSTmi4)

Physical Beast
S 3n

3n (n - 2) 3n(n -2)-+-
B 2

Virtual Bcast
2S n(3n - I)

n (3n - I)-+3n
2B

Cylinder
2SM 3n n (3n - l)

(3n -I)M-+-
2nB 2

- -

Mesh
SM (n + l)(5n - 2) (n + l)(5n - 2)M-+n

6nB 6n
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requires less time with an order of n better perfonnance for total connection. This result can be

understood by considering the effect of n paths into the region for PTP versus the single path for

broadcast times the M message count multiplier for PTP.

6.4. Internal CommunicationRequirements

The next area of concern in designing a communication system is the possibility of

delays caused by contention on interconnection paths supporting messages both initiated and ter-

minated within the module. For the physical broadcast system, the cost of supporting internal

messages is equal to the sum of the costs of the input and output trees. For PTP architectures, the

added degree of freedom of message sources can significantly affect minimal bandwidth require-

ments.

For the analyses in this section, all messages are defined to be unifonnly distributed both

in source and destination. S is the number of sources, m is average messages per source, and n2 =

2kx2k total nodes are in the system.

A binary tree implementation of physical broadcast has an upper bound of (s Ib + p)t time

to distribute s messages to all destinations, where s is the number of message sources, b is the

bandwidth, p is the number of wires a message must transit going from a leaf through the root

and back out to a leaf, and t is the time for a single message to transit the longest wire in the tree.

For a shared source and destination space of 2k x 2k nodes, with full pipelining and message

repeatersa node lengthaparton all longwires,p =2k+1 - 2, t =Tm andthe upperboundbecomes

an equality. Replacing 2k by n to provide results more directly comparable with the other archi-

tectures yields a system update time of (SIB + 2(n -l)Tm. For full interconnect, with n2 nodes

transmitting values, the update time is (n21B + 2(n -l)Tm.

The wire cost to build such a system is 6(n2 - n)BW..fA. Both the concentrationand

distribution trees contain 3(n2 - n) wires. The width of each wire is BW since B simultaneous
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messages are being transmitted, and their length is i4 because of the full pipelining.

The cost and perfonnance of physical broadcast can be compared to virtual broadcast

implemented on a torus with a single update cycle of 2(n2 -1)Tm, regardless of the number of

message sources or destinations. During the first n - 1 time intervals, input messages are cycled

vertically through the source column. Each node then shifts its message to the adjacent horizon-

tal node. The next n - 1 stepsare a repeatof the first,distributingthe secondset of messagesto

all nodes of the newly receiving column. This procedure continues until all columns and nodes

have received all messages. The total number of steps is n2 - I becauseeachstep allowsa new

node to receive a given message and a total of n2 nodes are in the system. Since this system is

torus based all wires are twice the length of a single node and the total time required is

2(n2 - 1) Tm. In this model, every node transmits a value each time interval. If a node's state

has not changed since the last transmission, it repeats its old value.

The wire cost for a virtual broadcast system of this nature is that of the underlying torus,

or 4n2 W i4. A torus requires 2n2 wires, n columns of n nodes with wires in both dimensions.

Each wire is of width W, since a single message is transmitted each time cycle and is of length

2i4. Note that a torus as described here differs from the cylinder of the previous section by hav-

ing both vertical and horizontal edges connected.

PTP routing algorithms such as mesh and torus must support a total message load of

S x M, with the worst case for an array of n x n nodes of n2(n2 - 1) messages. Each node i gen-

erates a total of 0::::;Mj ::::;n2 - 1 messages with probability Pj, where pj is the probability of node

i firing. Worst case for message load is 'Vi Mj = n2 - 1 and pj = 1. For a unifonn distributionof

sources and destinations, it is possible to define m as the number of messages generated and con-

sumed by each node each cycle. If each node broadcasts and receives the same number of mes-

1 n2

sages. m = 2 L. Mj Pi.
n i=l
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For a torus with unifonn distribution of message sources and destinations, all messages

can be deliveredin time [ m(';,;; 1) + 2n] Tm' This fonnularesultsfromthe assumptionof per-

fect routing of messages with all nodes forwarding messages in a pipelined fashion. Within a

torus, all nodes are topologically equivalent. Pick an arbitrary node and consider how long it

takes to distribute its m messages. The local column gets m/n with the remaining m (n - l)/n

being forwarded to the next column. This latter activity takes m (n - 1)/nB time steps if B mes-

sages can be transmitted in each step. The expected time for the last message to be delivered is n

time steps of length 2Tm. The worst case for the last message is 2(2n - I)Tm. Such a system

requires a total bandwidth of B (n - 1)/2 and a total system wire cost of 2n 2 (n - I) B W i4.

The derivations of these fonnulas are also in Appendix A as Result 6.3.

For a mesh, all messages can be delivered in time [m (:;;I) + n] Tm' Here. m is the

expected number of messages generated or consumed by each node and B is the internode

bandwidth. This result may be detennined analogously to the torus above. The wire cost is

2n(n - I)(n + I)Bwi4 as shownin Result6.4of AppendixA.3

Table 6.2 summarizes these results. The organization of the table and its definitions are

the same as those of Table 6.1 except the last column in Table 6.2 explicitly includes the factor S,

or the number of message sources, since the virtual broadcast row does not require it and the oth-

ers do.

All communication times shown in the perfonnance column in Table 6.2 have a variable

and a constant tenn. The variable tenn is a function of the number of messages sent and the con-

stant tenn is the inherent time required for the communication system, considered as a pipeline,

to empty. An alternative phrasing is the constant tenn is the time required for the last message to
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be delivered. The variable tenn for virtual broadcast in Table 6.2 is 0 because the communica-

tion delay is constant, it does not depend on the number of messages to be delivered. The cost x

perfonnance values in Table 6.2 only include the variable perfonnance tenn for all architectures

but virtual broadcast since it is the only part of the communications time dependent on the

bandwidth.

Both broadcast architectures have a cost O(n2), while the PTP communication systems

have cost O(n 3). This O(n) difference in cost is due to the increase in the number of potential

message sources with increasing region size as opposed to the earlier results shown in Table 6.1

that assumed a fixed number of sources.

Virtual broadcast is thus better than physical broadcast for cases where most nodes are

firing. If the bandwidth is set to one for physical broadcast, the implementation costs are similar.

Physical broadcast does better when fewer than all nodes are firing at a time. When all nodes are

potential sources, S =n2 and for a bandwidth of one, the two have cost-perfonnance ratios differ-

ing by 3/4.

Architecture Perfonnance (xTm) Cost (xw.JA) Cost x Perfonnance Constant Delay

Physical Bcast
S

6Bn(n -I) 6Sn(n-l) 2n-+2n
B

Virtual Bcast O+2(n2-1) 4n2 8n2(nsup2-1) 2(n2 - I)

Torus men - I) 2 2Bn2(n - I) 2mn(n-I)2 2n+ n
nB

Mesh men - I) 2 2
l.m(n-I)2(n+1)

nB +n
- Bn(n -I) n
3 3

Table 6.2 Perfonnance and Cost for Internally Generated Message Loads
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For most internal routing systems with high message loads, physical broadcast is the

preferable architecture. If all nodes are broadcasting, then virtual broadcast is directly compar-

able.

6.5. Summary

The three classes of messages supported by a given communication subsystem are exter-

nal to internal, internal to internal, and internal to external. For messages crossing the boundary

in eitherdirection,Table 6.1 summarizescost and performancefor each of the consideredinter-

connect architectures. All are O(n2) in cost with a constant factor ranging from one to six

separating them. Both PTP-based systems are slower than broadcast by the ratio of M / n, so they

perform better only for systems with few destinations per source.

For systems with messages both originating and ending internally, Table 6.2 summarizes

the cost-performance equations. Here both broadcast systems are O(n2) in cost compared to

O(n3) for the PTP systems.

Virtual broadcast has a cost and performance that is dependent on system size only. Phy-

sica! broadcast does better than virtual broadcast when the number of message sources decreases

and poorer when dealing with full interconnect. Both PTP systems are slower by a factor of the

average message load, so would be rejected on the basis of higher cost and slower performance.

The next chapter presents generalizations of these results, including some possible trade-

offs that can be made to better tune real systems. It also includes examples showing the cost and

performance of possible implementations of artificially and neurophysiologically based network

designs.



CHAPTER 7

Implications and Examples

This chapter combines the various results developed in this thesis and shows some of

their implications. The first half of it summarizes results in three sections. The initial section is a

parameterization by density of connection and CN firing rate of the cost and performance formu-

las in Chapter 6. The next section is a discussion of potential trade-offs between computation and

communication. The last section is a collection of hints for selecting between PTP and broadcast

for a given implementation.

The second half of the chapter contains descriptions and analyses of example implemen-

tations. These are based on the ANN models described in Chapter 4. The first model considered

is a simple three layer feed-forward network. This is followed by a review of a possible imple-

mentation of piriform cortex. The third example is a proposed silicon version of a stylized rat

hippocampus. The last sectionis an overviewof some of the problemsand issuesto be solved

before implementation of visual or cerebral cortex models is possible.

7.1. ANN Interconnection Theory

This section summarizes a theory of ANN interconnection. It is based on results of the

earlier chapters. The goal is to assist system designers in determining which interconnection

architecture to use when implementing a particular ANN model.

7.1.1. General Cost-Performance Formulas

The formulas developed in Chapter 6 were based on a fixed message load each communi-

cation cycle. It is possible to represent such a system load as the product of two probabilities, c

99
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and f, times the number of sources, s, and the number of destinations, d. In this representation, c

is the probability of a connection existing between two nodes in a given network architecture and

fis the probability of a message being transmitted over a connection during anyone communica-

tion cycle. For a direct implementationof a c-graph,c x d is the numberof wires requiredper

sourcenode and 100xfis thepercentageutilizationof thosewiresduringeachcycle. Althoughf

is definedin termsof the probabilityof a givennodefiring,becauseof the largenumberof nodes

and the uniform distribution of their destinations, it is valid to use f as a multiplier on the total

potential message count.

One important characteristic of the ANN models being considered here is a numerically

uniform distribution of inputs. That is, all inputs are to equivalent numbers of nodes and all

nodes in a layer receive the same number of inputs. The spatial and temporal distribution of con-

nections may be either uniform or structured. For a uniform, or homogeneous, model each por-

tion of a layer is equally likely to contain nodes receiving a given input. The ultimate example of

a homogeneous network is every node in the source layer connected to every node in the destina-

tion layer as shown in Figure 2.7. In spatially structured, or uneven, models, while all nodes

receive the same number of inputs, each source node has outputs to a limited area of the destina-

tion layer. In the terms of Chapter 2, spatially structured models typically exhibit a higher degree

of locality than uniform models.

The cost and performance of interconnection architectures are related by the bandwidth

of the communication subsystem. Cost is directly proportional to bandwidth since bandwidth

determines the physical area required for each set of wires. The total time to transmit a set of

messages is the product of the number of messages sent times the time required for each such

transmission divided by the number that can be transmitted simultaneously:

total time = message count x transmission time / bandwidth

Increasing bandwidth increases the number of messages which can be sent in parallel and reduces
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total time. The perfonnance of a system is measured by the time required for a single update

cycle. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show how cost and perfonnance are related for four different intercon-

nection options.

For both the unifonn and structured models, broadcast provides identical cost and perfor-

mance results. With broadcast systems, only the number of source messages to be transmitted

affects the time required. Neither the quantity nor distribution of destinations is of importance,

since all nodes receive all messages. The only exception to this rule is ANN models where desti-

nation regions are sufficiently partitionable to allow separate broadcast systems to be effectively

implemented for each region. With such a partitioning, the potential exists for a reduction in the

height of the distribution tree and a resulting reduction in the time required for messages to be

delivered. If both the source and destination regions are partitionable even greater perfonnance

improvements are possible. The expected message load for a broadcast system during each com-

putational interval is the number of potential inputs times the probability of each one firing or

s x f The cost of usingbroadcastis efficiencyof messagedistribution,sincemessagesare sent

to nodes that do not need them.

PTP architectures are affected by both the total message count and the patterns of source

nodes firings and message destinations. For unifonn systems, all parts of a layer are equally

likely to contain destinations for a given input. The expected message load into all regions is

equally affected by the firing or non-firing of a given source and is c x f x s x d. For non-

unifonn systems, while the same number of messages must be processed, different parts of the

layer may receive unequal numbers of messages during a given time interval. Since all nodes

receive the same number of messages, to avoid contention delays, it is necessary to design non-

unifonn systems to support a message load of c x s x d.
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The conclusionsin the precedingtwo paragraphsmatch the resultsshownin Tables 6.1

and 6.2 where the number of destinations (c x d) affects the message load for PTP, but not for

broadcast It also emphasizes that the critical value for broadcast performance is the probability

of node firings or f In other words, the spatial distribution of messages is crucial for PTP while

their temporal distribution is crucial for broadcast

Table 7.1 is derived from Table 6.2 by substituting the c and f notation in place of the S

and m values originallyused, for the numberof messagessourcesand the averagenumberof

messagesa node transmits. It clearlyshowsf, the probabilityof a node firingduringa particular

communications cycle, is the crucial measure for a broadcast system. For PTP systems, it is

necessary to provide bandwidth from each node in proportion to the potential number of mes-

sages, even when the node does not transmit an update and the bandwidth remains idle. Thus c,

the probability of a connection of the system, is the critical measure for PTP systems.

Architecture Performance (Tm) Cost (w"A) Cost x Performance Constant Delay

Physical Bcast
fn2

6bn(n -1) 6fn\n - 1) 2n-+2n
b

Virtual Bcast O+2(n2 -1) 4n2 8n2(n2 -1) 2(n2 - 1)

Torus cn(n -1) +2n 2bn2(n - 1) 2cn3(n - 1)2 2n
b

Mesh cn(n - 1) 2 2
2cn2(n - 1)2(n + 1)+n - bn (n - 1) n

b 3 3

Table 7.1 Performance and Cost for Internally Generated Message Loads
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Note that the constantportionof all methodsexceptvirtualbroadcasthas order n. This

factor represents the average distance the final message must travel. For virtual broadcast there is

a constant communication time, regardless of the number of messages to be sent. In all other

architectures, there is a pipeline effect where the constant portion of the communication delay

represents the filling or draining of the pipeline and the variable portion of the formula represents

the number of messages that transit it.

While both broadcast systems require message times of order n2, it is a constant val~e for

virtual broadcast but variable for physical. Thus physical broadcast can gain from the use of

increased bandwidth and is better in cases when less than all nodes are firing each time interval.

The major observation to be drawn from Table 7.1 is that, while all interconnection archi-

tectures have order n 2 performance, the two PTP examples are more expensive in cost by a factor

of n. Thus the cost of PTP rises faster by N 112than either broadcast alternative, where N is the

number of nodes.

7.1.2. Computation versus Communication

Varying the size and performance of processing nodes can provide an improved match

between Ta and Tm for a given network update algorithm. As shown in Chapter 6, Tm is depen-

dent upon the communications bandwidth of the system and ranges from a maximum when one

message is sent at a time to a minimum when all messages are sent in parallel. Ta is a function of

the ANN update algorithm and the computational capabilities of the PNs. Both Tm and Ta can be

varied by changes in the complexity and area of the PN and communication system.

The area of each PN may be logically divided into three subparts. The first contains the

communication support system: buffers for storing messages during routing, circuitry imple-

menting the routing algorithm, line drivers to transmit messages, receiving buffers, and the por-

tion of the physical interconnect within the PN boundaries. The second major subsection of a
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processing node is memory to store connection weights, source addresses for messages to allow

weight selection, and destination addresses. The final subsystem is the computational unit:

adders, multipliers, comparators, control logic, and registers for intermediate results.

It is possible to vary the ratios of these three subsections as well as total PN area to

achievedifferentperformancecriteria. At oneextremeis a PN consistingof a minimalcomputa-

tional subsystemwith no parallelprocessingcapacity,memoryfor a singleCN,and a communi-

cation system able to transmit and receive one message at a time. The other limit is a PN"with

sufficient parallel capabilities to perform all computations simultaneously and enough bandwidth

to transmit updating output to all destinations without delays.

If the time for computational update is proportionately excessive compared to the com-

munication time, multiple instances of the computational subsystem can be implemented in paral-

leI. The communication and memory systems would be marginally increased in area due to the

increased number of paths to the multiple processing units, but the major impact would be in the

percentage of area devoted to computation. Such an approach is taken to its ultimate limit by the

analog computational designs of Mead et alia [Mea86] and Jackel et alia [GrV87,JHG], where

all inputs are processed in parallel in a single cycle.

Similarly, the bandwidth of the communications system can be increased by providing

multiple drivers and wires to allow messages to be transmitted in less time and to support multi-

pIe simultaneous messages. The limit to this approach is a direct connection system with no mul-

tiplexing of wires between multiple message sources or destinations and wire area as the limiting

factor in system design.

Finally, it is possible to reduce the total message load in the system by having multiple

CNs implemented in each PN. Once a PN is designed with communication and calculation capa-

bilities which can be shared, implementing multiple CNs with it requires adding memory and a
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longer total communication and computation cycle. Depending on the temporal sparseness of the

ANN, the affect on the system may either be increased area from the added memory needs or

reduced performance from the serialization of functions.

Such a multiplexing of nodes can reduce communication costs and delays in three ways.

First, if k CNs per PN require less space than k instances of a single CN per PN, total system area

would decrease, reducing overall wire lengths and communication times. This reduction in area

occurs when either communication or computation resources within a PN are shared by two or

more CNs. Experience with the CNAPS architecture indicates this benefit is of limited value

since storage of CN state requires> 70% of PN area for a single CN per PN [Ham92a]. Thus the

maximal benefit from combining CNs onto a single PN is < 30% savings in area.

The second way that the multiplexing of nodes can reduce communication delays is, it is

only necessary for one copy of a message to be sent to any PN containing multiple destinations

for it. For systems with a uniform distribution of message sources and destinations. the expected

message load scales inversely to the CN per PN ratio. A third effect of multiple CNs per PN is a

reduction in the message count from having CNs with common local communication mapped to

the same PN. In this situation, the internal wiring of the PN needs to support the local cOlU1ec-

tions, but the external communication system does not.

7.1.3. Heuristics for Choosingan Interconnect

In designing a system, an architectseeks a balance betweendifferentparts to match

implementation with function. This also holds when deciding which intercolU1ectionarchitecture

to use. The works by Dally, referenced in Chapter 2, and Leighton [Lei92], study how different

intercolU1ection topologies support different problems. The conclusions drawn in this thesis

differ from theirs because the overriding design problem when implementing ANN models is the

large number of messages sent in each time interval. This difference in the computational models
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constrains the communication requirements and structures. In terms of Tables 6.2 and 7.1, their

studies focused on how to reduce the constant term of the communications time while this work

focuses on the variable term.

This section assumes a rectangular array of PNs with some p-graph representing the

interconnection topology between them. A mapping of a single CN to each PN is assumed. The

p-graphs considered include PTP and broadcast as shown in Table 7.1.

One of the first concerns when choosing the interconnection architecture for any ANN

model is its locality of communication. The locality of a graph is the relative size of the destina-

tion sets under a partitioning of it into distinct sets of nodes. Another concern is the dilation fac-

tor of c-graph edges from a mapping to a given p-graph. The dilation is a result of the reachabil-

ity of the c-graph and its locality contrasted with the equivalent measures for the target p-graph.

Trivially, when a c-graph maps to a two-dimensional grid of PNs with a constant dilation

factor, a nearest neighbor PTP architecture is adequate. For other dilation functions, the choice of

p-graph depends upon message firing rates.

Consider a c-graph of N CNs. Assign them under some mapping to a contiguous,

minimal area, two-dimensional array of PNs. Given the earlier definitions of e and f, efN2 mes-

sages are generated each communication cycle for a PTP system. For a broadcast system, the

equivalent number of messages is fN. Superficially the lower number of messages for broadcast

indicates its preferential use except for systems where eN ~ 1. One problem with this conclusion

is that in a PTP system, multiple paths allow messages to travel in parallel, but in a broadcast sys-

tern all messages are sent in serial. A second problem is the c-graph and mapping may be such

that messages travel short distances with the PTP architecture and system wide with broadcast. A

third problem with always using a broadcast system is overlapping communication requirements.
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Serialization of messages under broadcast as compared to message contention and

throughputunder PfP was the topic of Chapter6. PfP has a penaltyof n, for a systemof n2

nodes, in area cost when comparedwith broadcast. Ignoringthis factor and only considering

message delivery times, broadcast is better than PfP when/::; c as shown in Table 7.1.

The two problems with using broadcast are that messages may be sent further than neces-

sary and nodes that do not need a message may receive it anyway. The effective result of using

broadcast is to provide full connectivity from one region of a graph to a second, possibly identi-

cal, region. Any node in the source region can transmit a message to any node in the second

using the broadcast interconnect. No explicit provision is made within a single broadcast struc-

ture for connections from nodes in the first region to any other part of the graph, although such

connections may occur via augmenting PTP connections, other overlapping broadcast structures,

or message forwarding by the nodes within the destination region of the broadcast structure. In

essence, the graph is partitioned into multiple distinct subgraphs, contrasted with PfP systems

where some pathway normally exists between any two nodes.

The following discussion assumes the source and destination regions to be the same.

This assumption is made to simplify the phrasing of the arguments. It is a simple argument to

extend these results to systems with separate source and destination regions. Again, this argu-

ment is concerned with a single broadcast structure, not with a complete system.

When using broadcast, a major problem to solve is how to select an optimal size for the

broadcast regions in order to obtain good cost and performance measures. The larger a broadcast

region is, the more likely that it contains the destinations for all messages generated within it.

Obviously, a single broadcast region spanning the entire graph contains all sources and destina-

tions. Unfortunately, such a single region requires the serial transmission of all messages. If the

utilization factor is high, Le., most nodes require most messages, a single broadcast structure may
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be appropriate. OtheIWise,it is a poor usage of interconnect to have many messages being distri-

buted more widely than necessary. The limits of utilization can be seen in Table 7.1 where the

variable term of fn 2 / b is compared to the fixed term of 2n. For systems with f /b :::;n 1/2,the

fixed delay of communications is significant relative to the variable cost. But the fixed delay is

determined by system size while the variable delay is a result of node firing rates.

The solution for the problem of wasted bandwidth from sending messages to nodes that

do not need them is to use multiple overlapping broadcast regions. Again the trade-off is

between size and utilization. If size is minimized so each region is of minimal diameter d, fixed

shape, contains m nodes, and overlaps to any arbitrary amount, then each node is contained in m

distinct regions each with fm messages to be transmitted every communication interval. The fact

of each node only appearing in m regions can be understood by imagining a k x I =m rectangle

being sequentially placed on the planar array of nodes so that a marked node occupies positions

1,1 1,2 ... 1,1 2,1 2,2 ... 2,1 ... k,l. If instead, each region overlaps by d/2 and is of

size 4m, then only four regions contain any node. Each of these new regions has message traffic

of 4fm. Total message load in the system has decreased since previously each node received fm 2

messages and now each one receives 16fm.

Some ANN models allow a better mapping where some set a of CNs have a common

destination set~. An example of such a model is the feed-foIWardnetwork shown in Figure 5.4.

This figure shows one mapping of such c-graphs to broadcast regions.

For broadcast architectures, a slotted protocol saves time when the message firing rate f is

greater than the ratio of message length to message plus address length. Under a slotted protocol,

each node is assigned a particular slot for its transmission. When a node does not fire, its slot

contains no new information. Such a protocol allows the elimination of source addresses from

messages since the slot position provides equivalent information. So, if the increase in informa-
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tion contentdue to deletingaddressesis greatedthan the decreasein contentfrom empty slots,

the system is more effective. The other benefit of a slotted protocol is it reduces the required

space and complexityof PNs by replacingsourceaddressdecodersby a simplecounter. If c is

large enough, the counter can index into an array of input values and remove the need for tables

of source addresses.

A final benefit of broadcast is the simplification of mappings. All nodes which share

common source and destination broadcast regions are equivalent Mapping a CN to one of many

equivalent PNs is simpler than selecting an optimal PN choice.

One way of considering the difference between broadcast and PTP is that PTP is

designed for sparse spatial connections while broadcast is better for systems with sparse temporal

connections. That is, PTP is intended for situations where each node is connected to very few

other nodes. Broadcast is for situations where each node is connected to many other nodes. but

the firing rate for each node is low. or when the communications subsystem is faster than the

computation subsystem.

7.2. Example Implementations

As mentioned before, this section of the chapter contains the analyses of several different

implementations. These examples have been chosen to show how the results described in this

thesis are applicable to both current and future ANN implementations.

7.2.1. Feed-Forward Networks

Much current ANN research is based on simple feed-forward networks. Although the

Back Propagation model suffers from O(w3) learning times [Hin8?], where w is the number of

weights in the system, and is thus not feasible for networks of the sizes considered in this work.

other ANN models are being developed that have better learning performance. Before moving on

to considerneurophysiologicallyinspiredmodels, it is instructiveto seehowtheresultsof this
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work predict the perfonnance of simple feed-forward networks.

Consider a system of 210 nodes per layer and three layers. Also, define full inter-layer

connections, so Ci=Co =I for the central layer and no intra-layer connections, so Cl=O. While

the firing rate f depends on the problem set and the network inputs, a value of f = 0.1 is not

unreasonable. The total number of messages in the center layer are then 0.1 x 221 for a PTP

architecture. For broadcast the serialized message count is 0.1 x 210.

Such a system could be laid out as three adjacent 32 x 32 squares of nodes. This pro-

vides 32 paths into and out of the systemfor PTP and 1 path for broadcastor (.1x21O+ 3x29)t=

3.2 x 29t and PTP (.lx216 + 3x29)t = 15.8 x 29t for some clock rate t. Thus broadcast requires

one-fifth the time of PTP. Given a clock rate of 10-11, one complete communication update

could be perfonned every 1.7 x 10-8 second for more than 5 x 107updates per second for broad-

cast.

With O( n 3 ) area requirements for PTP and O( n 2 ) ones for broadcast, the communica-

tions system for broadcast would require 1/32 of the area needed for PTP. If the interconnect is

on the order of 15% of the entire system area as indicated by Means [Mea91] and Rudnick

[RuH88], then with identical computational areas, the total space for PTP would be 5.6 times that

of broadcast. Thus the final cost perfonnance benefit of using broadcast is 5 times the speed for

1/5th the area or 25 times as good. As these results are based on the fonnulas of Table 7.1, they

share the same assumptions of interconnect type.

7.2.2. Olfactory PiriformCortex

In Chapter 4, layer II olfactory pirifonn cortex was described as having several neurophy-

siological models that are well enough defined to make it a good candidate for potential silicon

implementation. To quickly summarize the interconnect, between 104 and 105 pyramidal cells

fonn winner-take-all patches of 50 to 100 cells each. Inputs enter via the LOT and traverse the
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patches from rostral to caudal. LOT fibers are randomly replaced by pyramidal axons from the

patches until the LOT is completely changed by the caudal end of the system.

Means [Mea91] has described three possible implementations of layer II piriform cortex

following the Lynch et alia model [GAL89,GAA90]. Means determined a direct implementation

of a 104 neuron system with 103 inputs using analog computation would require 47cm2. By

using a broadcast architecture with each patch contained in a single digital PN, the area required

is reduced to 6.9cm2. In the direct model 95% of the area is required for communication ~ires.

This percentage is reduced to 30%, including the area required for address decoders, in the broad-

cast implementation.

Performance is better for the analog PTP model under non-learning conditions where it is

20 times as fast as the digital system. The digital system would learn faster, but exact calcula-

tions for how much better were not provided.

Means' final conclusion is, because of scaling issues, the use of broadcast and digital

computation with multiplexed PNs is preferable to the use of PTP communication and analog

computation. A six inch wafer could hold 19,000 neurons with the analog model, and 35,000

with the digital one. Going to an eight inch wafer, the numbers increase to 24,000 and 56,000

respectively. Again, the primary benefit of broadcast architectures is their ability to scale better

than PTP ones. The conclusions drawn by Means match those of this thesis: a direct implemen-

tation performs faster than a multiplexed broadcast one, but costs significantly more for intercon-

nect, especially as network sizes increase.

Means' thesis was an application of the concept of broadcast as defined in the research

reported here to a particular neurobiological ANN model. His calculations of the area required

for computation and communication affirm the conclusion in Chapter 3 that direct implementa-

tion of large ANN models is not effective. While he does not consider locality in his work, it is
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the presenceof patcheswithinpirifonn cortexwith a low resultingmessagerate that makes the

virtual, multiplexed system perfonn as well as it does.

In conclusion, it is possible to effectively implement the Lynch-Granger model in silicon

using a broadcast interconnection architecture.

7.2.3. Hippocampus

The model of this section is drawn from the biological description of Section 4.4.2.. The

order of magnitude of the number of neurons and their interconnect has been preserved, but the

actual counts have been rounded to values that simplify the design description. Again, the intent

is to show how the required interconnect could be designed, not to define a biologically exact

computational model.

Figure 4.5 shows schematically how the connections are made. The following descrip-

tion follows the flow of information from the external world to entorhinal cortex, then to dentate

gyrus, CA3, CA 1, and back to the external world. Given the speed differential between biologi-

cal cells and silicon CNs, the design is for 200 CNs per PN. Based upon its approximate neuron

count of 2 x 105, entorhinal cortex would consist of 20 patches. Each such patch would contain

of 104 CNs or 50 PNs. These patches would be designed as broadcast concentration trees with

their output directed to broadcast distribution patches within dentate gyrus and CA3. For an

estimated firing rate, f, of 0.0 1, each such patch would generate 100 messages each update cycle.

The number and size of the patches came from the layering which is believed to exist in

the biological model. The size of each patch preserves a balance between communication and

computation delays for broadcast interconnect and shared PNs.

Dentate gyrus would be split into 50 similar patches. Each one would consist of 2 x 104

CNs or 100 PNs. Each PN would emulate 200 granule cells, one basket cell and 4 associative

cells in a winner-take-all group. As described earlier, the use of multiplexed PNs to emulate
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competitivegroups reducessystem message counts. Each patch would have inputs from one

entorhinal patch and 20% of the total population of associative cells. The 20 entorhinal patches

wouldeach connectto 5 dentategyruspatches. Eachsimulatedgranulecellwouldreceivea mix

of 1000 entorhinal inputs out of the 10,000 possible in its patch and 100 associative inputs from

the 400 available. Each simulated associative cell would receive inputs from all of the granule

cells in its patch. The assignment of inputs would be on a pseudo-random basis within each

patch. With fentorhinal =0.01 and fassociative=0.05, each patch receives 120 inputs each time inter-

val. With winner-take-all clumps of 200 cells each, the number of outputs per patch would be

100 for the granule cells and 20 for the associative cells.

The CA3 layerwouldconsistof 20 patchesof 100PNs each. Here, each PN wouldbe

simulating 200 pyramidal cells. Each CA3 patch would receive inputs from 3 of the dentate

patches. In addition to the dentate gyrus inputs, each patch also would receive inputs from one of

the entorhinal patches in a pattern similar to the dentate gyrus. Every CN would receive 20 den-

tate, 500 entorhinal, and 1500 local associative inputs. Given a f = 0.01 for all entorhinal,

granule, and pyramidal cells, the total number of inputs for each broadcast region of CA3 would

be 300 dentate, 100 entorhinal, and 200 local messages per cycle. The total number of outputs

per cycle would be the 200 local messages. These local messages are then transmitted to the CA 1

area.

The final area is CAl. Its organization would be 20 patches of 150PNs. Again, each PN

would support 200 pyramidal cells. Each CAI patch would receive inputs from one CA3 patch.

The structure described here would have a quick communications cycle with the slowest

broadcast trees being the CA3 regions with 600 messages per cycle. Given a pipelined structure,

the total time required would be less than 1000 communications clock cycles. A system perfor-

mance rate of 1000 updates per second would require total communication time of 106tcom.tcom
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is detennined by the time required for a message to travel the width of a PN. With a processing

clock rate of 1O-11,approximately 106 computation steps are possible per update. Given 200

CNs per PN, this reduces to 50,000 computational steps per CN or about 100 steps per input per

update.

The primary requirements for area would be the memory needed for storage of inputs.

Since the number of external world inputs to the entorhinal region are not defined, it is ignored

here. Setting the storage size to eight bits per input: dentate gyrus would require 9 x 109 bits,

CA3 would require 6.4 x 1010bits, and CA I would require only 4.8 x 108 bits. This yields a

total memory requirement for the system of about 8 x 1010bits of data. Area required is approxi-

mately 501.,per memory bit [MeC80]. As stated earlier, communication requires about 15% of

total system area. Extrapolating from the experience with the CNAPS architecture and realizing

the high degree of sharing of computational resources implies a computational cost of < 5% of

total area. Combining these figures yields a area of 601.,per bit or a total area of 5 x 10121.,.A

value for A of 0.1!l is considered feasible with CMOS technologies, so the entire system would

require 5 x 101O!l2or 500 cm2 and could be built on a wafer 25 cm in diameter.

Thus it would be possible to create a total hippocampus in silicon, but only with a 0.2!l

design process and 10 inch wafers. Such a system would have a system update rate of 1000

cycles per second, almost one full order of magnitude faster than the equivalent biological model.

7.2.4. Cortex

For both visual cortex, as described in Chapter 4 and the hypothetical model of cerebral

cortex developed by Braitenberg, the proposed solution is to split the system into many small

densely intraconnected patches. These patches correspond to the subregions or columns of the

visual cortex and to the {j:j regions of Braitenberg.
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From Braitenberg, each patch would have n =iN external inputs, each connectedto

every cell in a patch. In addition, n local sources are each connected to n - 1 local destinations.

Such a collection of densely connected patches maps well to a broadcast style interconnect where

a total of 2n messages are distributed to the n destinations within each patch.

Additionally, each node requires a single long distance connection to another patch. This

connection could be implemented by a single PTP connection from each node to one other node

in a different patch. The receiving node would then broadcast two values, its own internally gen-

erated one and the one received from the far node. Such a PTP connection would require nomi-

nally a grid interconnect to support the N messages being transmitted between a total of N nodes.

A similar approach could be used for visual cortex where each region receives multiple

inputs from a maximum of 20 other regions. In addition to the connections from these external

sources,each regionis denselyconnectedwith everynode receivinginput fromeach other node

of its region.

For both of these models, the use of many small broadcast regions allows fewer messages

to be transmitted over long distances. It also allows each region or patch to be performing its

communications in parallel with all other patches. The lack of locality of the Braitenburg model

is compensated for by providing an augmenting PTP communication system. While it is possible

to architect such systems, the example of hippocampus given earlier shows the requirements to

store state make it impossible with current VLSI technology to implement an entire brain on a

single wafer.

7.3. Summary

The examples in this chapter have shown it is possible to conceptualize p-graphs to sup-

port a wide variety of ANN models. Where c-graphs have a high degree of locality, either virtual

or physical broadcast regions can effectively be used to readily support them with an O(N 1/2)
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improvementin communicationcost-perfonnanceoverPIP architectures.For c-graphswithless

locality, PTP connections or overlapping virtual or physical broadcast regions can be added to

provide the necessary augmentation.



CHAPTER 8

Conclusions and Future Directions

This chapter is a summaryof the major resultspresentedin this dissertationand some

directions for further research.

8.1. Results

The research reported in this dissertation shows the effectiveness of treating ANN models

as broadcast in nature and designing physical interconnection architectures around this charac-

teristic. Previous work in interconnection architectures has focused on systems with single mes-

sages being sent from a given source at anyone time.

The concepts defined in Chapter 2, such as reachability and locality, capture essential

characteristics of ANN model topology. While other researchers have commented on dilation as

a problem in performing a mapping from a problem graph to a physical system, they have only

considered fan-out as a contributing factor. Here it is shown that a second-order effect, reachabil-

ity, is more significant than simple fan-out in predicting dilation. The degree of locality or struc-

ture in a graph predicts how well it can be supported by a broadcast architecture.

Another aspect of the definition phase was in the choice of terminology. The idea of

using c-graphs versus p-graphs as a model for ANN interconnect provided a simplicity and led to

the use of such measures as density of interconnect. The concept of a mapping, with its cost

based on the dilation factor, was a natural development, given this basic model.

It is common knowledge that a cross-bar switch can be built to allow n nodes to pair-wise

communicate at an O(n2) cost. This research showed supporting full ANN interconnect is O(n3).

117
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That the same cubic rate of growth is true in a less than globally interconnected system was

surprising, but significant given the large degree of the nodes involved.

This rapid rate of growth in the silicon area required for connections leads to the conclu-

sion that it is not feasible to provide direct connections, except for the most limited cases of

nearest neighbor architectures. This conclusion is in direct contradiction with the designs of

many research groups.

If direct connection is not feasible, then multiplexed connections are required, which

leads to the use of multiplexed PNs and digital communications. Computation can still be per-

formed in an analog manner, but digital communications allows for more efficient multiplexing

of wires. While the analyses described in this dissertation are all oriented toward the use of

time-division multiplexing, some form of frequency-division multiplexing is not ruled out by any

of the assumptions or conclusions.

Once the c-graph and p-graph are seen as not needing to be identical, because of virtual

connections and multiplexing of PNs, the problem of how to map one to another needs to be

solved. This paper briefly touches upon this topic, with the discussion of matrix splitting versus

graph embedding. In general, mapping of one graph to another has been shown to be NP-

complete. The difficulty of solving this problem is reduced by the use of broadcast regions which

make multiple PNs equivalent.

Examining the c-graphs of ANN models led to the insight that broadcast might be an

effective implementation technique. Testing the feasibility of this idea required the development

of methods of determining when broadcast was preferable to PTP and how to determine the effec-

tiveness of an interconnection architecture.

The concepts of physical broadcast, with the example of a broadcast tree, and virtual

broadcast came from the conclusion that PTP architectures were inadequate to support the mes-
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sage load of ANN models. The loop model of virtual broadcast is simple to implement and pro-

vides a low cost, effective and elegant solution to many problems. Other concepts, which came

from the study of broadcast regions, include addressing techniques which assign an address to

each PN in a subregion so overlapping regions support unique PN addresses of minimal length,

the use of corne-from addressing to add flexibility to designs while reducing message length, and

the use of slotted protocols to further reduce message length while simplifying PN decoding

design. Because of problems with locality, overlapping regions and augmented broadcast were

invented as enhancements to the basic concept.

Virtual broadcast is a communication architecture instead of an interconnection architec-

ture like physical broadcast. It can be implemented on any PTP p-graph simply by defining a

new routing mechanism for each node and having a single generic message sent by each CN

rather than individual messages targeted to specific destinations. For systems with dense inter-

connections, it is a very powerful concept.

Virtual broadcast can be implemented as described in Chapter 6, where all nodes within

some region receive a set of messages. Alternatively, it could be implemented using any PTP

architecture, but with a fOlWard count in each message that is decremented when the message is

forwarded to a new node. Adding such a refinement would allow for virtual broadcast regions

that could be dynamically modified in size or shape. Given the flexibility of virtual broadcast and

its ability to be built upon any PTP architecture, it is a significant tool for implementation of

ANN models.

The results of Chapters 6 and 7 show the cost of implementing broadcast is O(N) com-

pared to the O(N3/2) cost of PTP. Both PTP and broadcast architectures have a performance time

O(N), which reflects the N size of the networks. Virtual broadcast can be designed to have a

minimal cost implementation for a fixed communication delay of the same order of magnitude as
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the other options.

While this research was analytical and no simulations were perfonned, the Adaptive

Solutions CNAPS chip is a commercial product that resulting in part from this research. Broad-

cast interconnect has thus been shown to be effective for inexpensive silicon implementations and

allows the CNAPS chip to get n2 connections in n clocks. Efficiency of the CNAPS system is

high because most of the emulated networks are dense.

In addition to providing the theoretical foundation for a commercial system, this research

has resulted in several patents:

"Neural-Model, Computational Architecture Employing Broadcast Hierarchy and Hyper-

grid, Point-to-Point Communication," Dan Hammerstrom, Patent No. 4,983,962, issued

January 8, 1991

"Neural-Model Computational System with Multi-dimensionally Overlapping Broadcast

Regions," Dan Hammerstrom and Jim Bailey, Patent No. 4,918,617, issued April 17, 1990.

"Neural-Model, Infonnation-Handling Architecture and Method" Dan Hammerstrom and

Jim Bailey, Patent No. 4,796,199, issued Jan. 3, 1989.

8.2. Further Directions

In Chapter 7, simple examples of implementations have been presented. Each of these

could be simulated to show how it would perfonn in relationship to other implementation possi-

bilities. Such simulations would require more accurate estimations of node complexity and mes-

sage generation patterns. A related issue is tracking further neurophysiological research to find

better models for message loads and intercormection graphs.

The possibility of a virtual-broadcast system based on message relay counts as mentioned

above has interesting theoretical possibilities for support of ANN models where the probability of

a cormection declines with the distance from the source node. How such a system could be built
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and how well it would perfonn are two more possibleresearchdirections. Solvingtheseprob-

lems includes dealing with issues of message congestion, routing algorithms, robustness in the

presence of faults, and which ANN models could be well supported by such an architecture.

The use of a tree structure to support physical broadcast was proposed. Another topic to

consider is what other structures are feasible. For example, how many nodes could a bus based

system support and would a hierarchy of buses perfonn better than a broadcast tree? More

exploration of pipelining in broadcast is merited to detennine how it could be implemented, what

the cost is, does the pipeline need to be flushed between communication cycles, and how much of

the interconnect can be laid down over the top of PNs.

83. Summary

In summary, this research has opened up a new area of interconnection architectures for

the new, important computational model of ANNs. and examined the most efficient techniques

thus for presented for implementing ANNs in standard silicon. It has explored some of the conse-

quences and benefits of these architectures. The initial development of supporting theories has

been done. New research directions are indicated that further develop on these ideas.
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Appendix A

Derivations of Results

This appendix contains the derivations of some of the fonnulas of Chapter 6.

Result 6.1-a: For a unifonndistributionof destinationswithina systemof n rowsand n

connected columns, with m messages entering the system via each row each time interval, the

expected vertical message load within a column is m (n - 1)/2n per edge. A connected column is

a column of nodes which fonns a loop.

Argument:

There are x messages that enter the column from each row each

time interval. Of these, x In will be destined for each node within the

column, because of the unifonn distribution of destinations. Number the

nodes of the column sequentially from I to n following the message

routing order; i.e. messages pass from node k to k + I and from n to 1.

All nodes are topologically equivalent so the choice of which node is

assigned number 1 may be arbitrarily made. Choose the pair of nodes n

and 1, then calculate the incremental bandwidth required between them

for the contribution from each row in the system. The numbering was

started with an arbitrary node, so this result can be generalized to the

edge between any pair of adjacent nodes.

For any node i, of the x messages received by it, x(n- 1)ln will

be targeted for other nodes in the loop and xl n will be for internal
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consumption. First consider node 1; none of the messages it received

and passed on to node 2 will return via the edge between node n and

itself since all nodes in the loop have been visited by a given message

packet when it reachesn. If any messagesremained.they were not for

targets in the column and would not have entered it in the first place.

Next consider messages which entered the column via node 2; only

messages destined for node 1 will remain in packets which enter via 2

and have visited nodes 2. 3. n. Thus node 2 will contribute x In

messages to the edge between n and 1. Similarly for node i; it will

contribute the x (i - 1)ln messages intended for nodes 1.2. i-I to the

edge between nodes n and 1. Finally. node n will contribute its entire

forwarded packet of x(n -1)ln messages. Summing these contributions

gives an expected number of messages crossing the edge of

n n-\

X 'L(U-1)ln)=xln'Lj=x(n- 1)/2.
j=l j=l

If m messages enter the system via a row and there are n columns

with equal likelihood of being a destination. mln messages must be

injected into each column from each row each time interval.

Substituting mln for x provides the desired formula.

Result 6.1-b: For the system described in Result 6.I-a. the total message load to be

handled by a column is m (n - 1)/2.

Argument:

Each column has n edges. The load per edge is m (n-1)/2n by

Result 6.I-a. The total load per column is thus m (n - 1)/2.
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Result 6.2-a: For a mesh connected set of nodes and for a column of n nodes with each

accepting mln messages per time interval and a uniform distribution of message destinations

among the nodes in the column, the expected message load across the edge between node j and

j + 1 is 2mj (n - j)ln 2. Here j is an index indicating the distance of the node from the top end of

the column.

Argument:

Define x as the number of messages that enter the column via

each row. Number the nodes in the column beginning with 1 at the top

and ending with n at the bottom. Assume the column has reached a

steady state where x messagesare entering via each node each time

cycle. If the distribution of destinations is uniform, each node will

consume x In messages that enter it from the horizontal dimension each

cycle out of the total of x messages consumed by it from all sources.

Choose an arbitrary pair of nodes j and j + 1 where 1::;j < n.

Consider the messages that enter the system below a line dividing the

two nodes each time interval. By the uniform distribution of

destinations, with j nodes above the line, j In of the messages will be for

destinations above it and (n - j)ln for ones below. Similarly, j In of the

messages originating below the line are for destinations above it and

(n - j)ln for ones below. If jx messages enter the system above the line

and the probability for any message is (n - j)ln that it is destined for a

node below the line, jx(n - j)ln messages will need to cross the line.

Similarly, (n - j)xj In will need to cross the line in the opposite

direction. The expected message load across the edge is thus the sum of
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these two values or 2xj(n - j)ln. Substituting the value mln for x

providesthe desiredfonnula2mj(n - j)ln2.

Result 6.2-b: For a mesh,as in Result 6.2-a,with a unifonn distributionof destinations

both horizontally and vertically and m messages entering each row every time interval, the total

expected load in each column is m(n - 1)(n + 1)/3.

Argument:

There are n-l edges with a load per of 2mj(n -l)ln2. Thus the

n-I 2 n-I
total bandwidth required is I-2mj(n - I)In2 = ~ I-j(n - j) =

j=1 n j=1

2

[

n-I n-l

]

m ~. ~.2
2 ~Jn - ~J
n j=1 j=1

= 2m

[

n2(n -I) _ n(n -1)(2n - I)

]n2 2 6
=

m (n - 1)(n + 1)/3n.

Result 6.3: For a torus, with unifonn distribution of message sources and destinations.

the expected bandwidth for each row or column is B (n - I) with a total system wire cost of2

Argument:

By Result 6.I-a, the expected message load per edge in a loop of

unifonn probability destinations is x (n - 1)/2 where x messages enter via

each node during each time interval. The rows of a full torus fonn such a

loop with B messages being injected by each node and B messages

leaving as they reach their destination column. Here B is the bandwidth

for messages to leave each node. Thus the row edge cost is B (n - 1)/2.

By analogous argument, the column edge load is the same value.

Although the routing is non-symmetric, B messages enter each row and
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column of the system each time interval. With symmetrictopologies,

analogous arguments can be applied.

Thus the entire row cost is n rows of n edges with B (n - 1)/2

n2B(n-1) .eachor _ . The samenumberof columnsWIththe sameedge

loading gives a total column cost of n2B (n - 1) . Each wire is of length2

2i4 andwidthW fora totalwirecostof2n2(n - I)Bwi4.

Result 6.4: The wire cost for a two-dimensional unconnected mesh is

2n (n - l)(n + I)BWi4
3

Argument:

The message traffic in a single row of n nodes with each

producing m messages can be generalized to two dimensions in a manner

analogous to the torus argument above. Messages are fed into the first

dimension as they are created. The consumption in the first dimension is

the injection into the columns. The final consumption of messages by

the destination nodes occurs from the second dimension. Thus each row

has a message load across its internode boundaries that follows the

function 2Bi (n - i)/n where 1~ i ~ n -1 is the index of the boundary

. B (n - I)(n + I)
from an edge or a total row bandwIdth of 3 .

Each node is injecting B messages into the vertical columns,

because of the uniform distribution of destinations. Thus each column

has the same function defining its bandwidths. Total expected

bandwidth is the same in each dimension and for the system is



2n (n - 1)(n + 1)8 The wire cost is w"A times this, yielding the
3

desired formula.
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